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Alegria: Journalism, ethics
no contradiction in terms
LAUREN BENNING

facifican guest writer
When asked to describe charac
teristics of journalism, many people
rjfiay label journalists as aggressive
ilnd willing to do anything for a
news story. It isn't often they are de
scribed as ethical people.
Isabel Alegria, a journalist for 11
ypars with National Public Radio,
jtiys it is a myth that the field ernplnys only immoral people. She calls
Jurnalists, "guardians of a public
est," and says they have the duty
protect the publics' freedom of
leech. According to Alegria, as a
eporter, one must learn to do three
ith ngs to be ethical: seek the truth
and report it fully, act independently
and minimize harm.
Alegria spoke about journalism
hies at the COP Convocation Sept.

28 and in a news writing class Sept. 29.
Ethics in journalism is often about
weighing competing interests and
competing values, Alegria said. With
broadcasting becoming more like a
business and less like a public service,
too often the priority becomes the sta
tion or newspaper's financial welfare,
she said.
Between the business-like attitude,
and the ease of biased reporting,
Alegria said that finding the ethical
way to cover material has become a
private struggle within journalists.
Is it possible to report a controver
sial issue fairly without involving one's
own personal feelings? Alegria said she
has addressed this issue many times in
her career, facing difficult decisions
and finding how to "call forth your
ability to be fair."

)CT 13

See Alegria page 5

Jecline In student numbers
closes Grace dining hall
AIYSON LEVY

P tcifican staff writer
Grace Covell dining hall shut its
ft tors because of a steady decline in
®oth the hall's residential popula
tion and the number of students
Participating in UOP's meal plan,
ibirector of the Office of Residential
Life and Housing Jim Falcone said.
Sasaki Inc., a consulting firm,
has been hired by UOP to look at
the dining and residence halls and
make recommendations for im-

provements. They will also be making
suggestions about what the closed
Grace Covell dining hall should be
come, Falcone said.
"Plans are wide open for the room.
A lot depends on what the consulting
firm recommends to President DeRosa
in January," he said.
The decision has left many stu
dents unhappy. "It sucks. It's terrible.
It was one of the reasons I chose to live
here (Grace Covell). Now I have to
walk all the way across campus to the
See Grace page 2

A fire at the Pacific Pines apartment complex on Pacific Avenue left over a dozen
UOP students homeless Oct 1. None of the seven apartments escaped without
some type of fire, water or smoke damage. Nick Abramson, above, helps to clean
up the refuse of the fire. PRSSA has organized a fundraiser, "Change the fire
victim's luck", in which they will have large jugs in the McCaffery Center for
change donations. The fundraiser will begin next Thusrday and continue through
Homecoming.
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CAMPUS CRIME REPORT
LT. JERRY HOUSTON
UOP Public Safety
Incidents reported Sept. 21-27, 1995

BURGLARIES
Townhouse Apts. (C Section)-Sept.
24: Door kicked in (no loss)
Methodist Church Park. Lot-Sept.
25-26: Window broken, alarm set off

TH EFTS

Grace Covell Hall-Sept. 15-18:
Mountain Bike valued at $280
ASUOP McCaffrey Center-Sept. 25:
Items from office
Quad Dining Hall-Sept. 25-26:
Backpack
WPC-Sept. 26-27: Woman's moun
tain bike; burgundy color
Computer Services-Sept. 27: Bi
cycle stolen
VANDALISM
Parking Lot #23 (Conservatory)
Sept. 11: Car window broken
Parkin? I/it #6 (Carter House)-Sept

23-

Side mirror on vehicle broken
Grace Covell Hall-Sept. 23: Damage
to fire box
Elbert Covell Dining H a l l - S e p t . i s .
Window broken
VEHICLE THEFTS
Stadium Dr. near Price House-Sept.
21-22: 1991 Honda Prelude taken
MISCELLANEOUS
Fraternity Circle-Sept. 22: Two in
toxicated subjects arrested
Grace Covell Hall-Sept. 21: Fight
among acquaintances
Tri Delta and Delta Gamma-Sept.
24: Fraternity members bothering so
rorities
Grace Covell Hall-Sept. 25: Tamper
ing with fire alarm system
3600 block of Pacific Ave-Sept. 21:
DUI driver arrested
Pershing/Brookside-Sept. 24: DUI
driver arrested

terrent to attack. This short class, wdl
permit you to purchase a canister of
M, gas to be used for personal pro
tection. Call Public Safety at 9462537 to register.

DID YOU KNOW?
During this period of time, Public
Safety officers provided 70 hours of
foot patrol, 39 hours of bicycle pa^
trol, provided 8 escorts, found 6
open doors and contacted 38 suspi
cious persons. Officers also assisted
one stranded motorist.
If you have any inquires about any
of the information provided in this
report, you are encouraged to con
tact
of Public
ct the Department v11
uunv Safety
—j
at 946
946-2537
-2537 or Extension 2537 from
campus phones. You may also call
anonymously to report any suspi
cious circumstances or persons.

Classes are now available on cam
pus for the use of "tear gas" as a de-

quads to get breakfast. With all my
classes in the Conservatory that's re
ally inconvenient," said sophomore
Jenifer Bertelero.
Junior Roger Fleenor agreed, "it's
not an improvement, it just seems
like they've crammed more people in
Callison and Elbert Covell and the
food still tastes like tiger crap. I didn't
think it was possible to make things
worse, but they did."
Not all students are upset with the
change, "I don't really mind it," fresh
man Bill Parks said.
In order to facilitate the students
that would have eaten in the dorm's
cafeteria: the Summit, Elbert Covell,
and Callison's hours have all been
extended.
When surveyed by a food com
mittee during the 1995 Spring semes
ter students requested food more like
that offered in the Summit. Aramark
responded by opening the Summit up
for meal plan weekly dinners and
meals on Saturday and Sunday, said
the Director of Dining Services Susan
Presto.
But, with the Summits need to
feed more students in less time some
have noticed a decline in the quality
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of the food.
"There's a rack where the put
burgers instead of making them fresh,
the fries are under lights, and the piz
zas are often old with hardened
cheese," said junior Scott Jenkins.
Presto said, "The burger slide en
ables the Summit to accommodate a
larger amount of people. The burgers
are only out there for 10 minutes,
which is the same amount of time
that restaurants such as Burger King

allow. Students still have the option
to fill out a slip and have their choice
prepared as they wait."
"We are looking into the prob
lems with the pizzas and are looking
for new personnel to make them.
They should only be left out for fif
teen minutes" she said.
Dissatisfied students should see
the manager, who will be happy to
replace the item or to offer their
money back, said Presto.

How should Grace Covell dining hall be renovated?
Student responses varied widely:
The number one answer was a
coffeehouse. "I'd make it a sort of
study coffee house, because their re
ally isn't a relaxing place on cam
pus to study," said sophomore
Auriell Speigel.
Sophomore Kate Lafean agreed,
"I'd change it into a coffee house,
because we don't really have any
good coffee on campus. But they'd
have to do a lot of remodeling first."
The second most popular an
swer was to reinstate the room to
its former use: a cafeteria.
"I'd be happy if it were a dining

and Education Foundation.
Knapp received the award for her
paper, "Pharmacist-Managed Medica
tion Review in a Managed-Care Sys
tem." An honorarium and plaque will
be presented at the ASHP Midyear
Clinical Meeting in Las Vegas.

hall again, but this time with better
food," said sophomore Jenifer
Bertelero.
Third runner up in the poll was
an on campus pub. "Some colleges
have bars on campus, and I defi
nitely wouldn't complain if UOP
were to have one," said junior Roger
Fleenor.
Fourth in the consensus was for
the room to be outfitted as "a danc
ing room with a Disc Jockey," fresh
man Aaron Lee said.
The information was gathered in
an informal poll of 20 students.

Scholarly grants offer $8,000
for faculty
iltl studies

About $8,000 will be awarded this
fall for Scholarly/Artistic Endeavor
Grants through the Faculty Research
Committee. Applications are avail
able in the Graduate School office on
the second floor of Knoles Hall. Com
pleted applications are due by No
vember 1.
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Professor Knapp receives pharmacists' award for paper
School of Pharmacy Associate Dean
Katherine Knapp has been selected to
receive an award for "the most out
standing contribution to the litera
ture of pharmacy practice in health
systems" by the American Society of
Flealth-System Pharmacists Research
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NOTICE: Public Safety started en
forcing parking permits on Sept. 25,
1995.
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disabled students find UOP
hore accommodating

iff

JIAH LEER
, !l*vcifican staff writer

H

" W i t h a new school year in full
losing. UOP's disabled students are
iCypng advantage of recent improvetC^nts.
CoonjpaJJ Accommodations for both learn(JA disabled and physically disabled
jfyindents are now available at UOP.
fitpn^ The number of learning disabled
XodiK^pents in classrooms is rising each
tiflf nesier, according to the recent UOP
Jlletin on Students with Learning
^abilities. UOP's standards for
i ning disabled is any person who
Sooojf been diagnosed as having a learndisability by a licensed psycholoor comparable authority, accordJenitr^ftp Howard Houck, Coordinator of
Metajj'trning Disability Support,
tontf Between forty and fifty students
e be added to the program this
bringing it to a total of 150 stu'Qts.
Since 1 started in 1990 with 30
idfents, about 50 percent more have
nytt,
n added each semester," said

t

Houck. "The number of students
coming in is doubling the number of
seniors that graduated."
People are discovering that UOP
has a good program for the learning
disabled and some enroll here for that
reason, said Houck. Others in the pro
gram may not even discovered they
have had a learning disability until
they are juniors or seniors and then
enroll themselves in the program.
Professors can also refer students to
Learning Disability Support if they
believe it would be beneficial to the
student.
There are several types of learn
ing disabilities and all of them need
attention. Disabilities such as visual
processing, auditory processing or
attention deficit disorder, may require
help with lecture and class note tak
ing, according to the Bulletin.
"The support program doesn't
offer any specific classes because all
of the students are mainstreamed. We
just provide accommodations for the
students," said Houck.
See Disabled page 7

'orensics teams continuing
'OP reputation in debate
YNTHIA VALDIVIA
OP Forensics Coach

At this point in the semester,
any students realize they're ready
>r a little something extra, someling a little out of the ordinary,
* .
irensics, the activity of competimej «? speech and debate, may well be
^ f lat something.
The history of forensics at the
niversity of the Pacific is rich,
iching back as far as the Civil War

Debate was formally introduced
f UOP in the mid-1870s, when two
its fraternities, the Archanians
nd the Rhizomians, debated the
# sue of women's suffrage. However,
» wasn't until the 1960s that forencs at the University of the Pacific
larned national acclaim.
During the 1960s, UOP was a
(jowerhouse in NDT, says Dr. Jon
:hamber, Associate Dean of the
ollege of the Pacific and director
forensics between 1980 and 1990.
(chamber attributes UOP's debate
access to the efforts of Dr. Paul
/inters, then director of forensics.
/ith Winters at the helm, UOP deaters won two National Debate
Durnament Championships, placig UOP forensics among the topinked programs in the nation.
In the 1980s, with Schamber as

1

director, UOP forensics maintained
its competitive edge, while shifting
focus from debate to individual
events, both public speaking and in
terpretive presentations. During
Schamber's last year as director, of
the 12 tournaments attended, UOP
brought home 9 sweepstakes tro
phies.
Since its inception over 100 years
ago, forensics at the University of
the Pacific has set a standard for com
petitive excellence. Coach Jennifer
Merceica, previously a UOP forensics
team member and currently a teach
ing assistant in the department of
communication, credits this to the
quality of students participating in
the activity.
"Best of the best," says Mercieca
of UOP's forensic students.
Grant Cos, the new director of
forensics at UOP, is quick to agree
with Mercieca, adding "It's true our
students work hard, but they also
play hard. In the world of forensics,
it just doesn't get any better than
this."
If you're looking for that little
something extra, that something a
little out of the ordinary, forensics
may be just what you're looking for.
For more information, contact Grant
Cos at 946-3047, Jennifer Mercieca
or Cynthia Valdivia at 946-3054, or

Photo by Kelly Fried

A place on the residence hall staff'guarantees bonding, as these two RAs prove.

Looking to help others?
Look into being a RA or SA
JANELL BAUER
Pacifican staff writer
Eager to help others while gain
ing valuable leadership skills? You
may want to apply to be a student
advisor or resident assistant at Pacific
during the 1996-1997 term.
Student advisors are responsible
for running new student and trans
fer student orientations. They also
participate in academic and social
advising during the year. Resident
assistants are required to live in a resi
dence hall and work to create a
healthy living environment there.
Student advising and resident assis
tant applications are available in Ban
ister Hall and are due to their indi
vidual departments by October 12.
"People interested in student ad
vising must want to assist other stu
dents, to give something back to the
university," Peggy Rosson, coordina
tor of student advising said.
To be a student advisor a person
must have a minimum GPA of 3.0.
There is a two unit class that student
advisors and resident assistants are
required to take as part of the train
ing.
Student advisors put a great deal
of time into their jobs, but also gain
a lot from the experience. "Student
advising gives you the opportunity to
get to know students and allows you
to share your knowledge with them,"
advisor Megan Savage said.
Student advising allows students
to develop their counseling skills and
prepares them for public presenta
tions. The listening skills that student
advisors carry to their careers is a great
benefit, Rosson said.
"I learned a lot of people-interac
tion skills," advisor Melissa Alford

said. "Student advising is a good way
to help students who are having a
hard time with the transition from
high school to college."
The qualifications and benefits
are similar, but the job description for
a resident assistant differs from that
for student advisors.
"A resident assistant needs to
have good communication and time
skills,"
Katie
management
Hildebrand, house director of Alpha
Chi Omega said. "They need a lot of
motivation and the desire to promote
student development."
An applicant must have a mini
mum cumulative GPA of 2.25 to
qualify for a resistant assistant posi
tion. He or she must display leader
ship potential, demonstrate good
communication skills, have initiative
and the ability to work on a team.
Another qualification requires that
the applicant must have gained ex
perience with community living in a
residence hall.
"The most influential part of be
ing a resident assistant is gaining lead
ership abilities that are so important
in day to day work," Cathy Sampson,
associate director of residential life
and housing said. "The job helps stu
dents gain confidence in themselves."
Student advising is a paid posi
tion. Resident assistants receive full
board and they have the majority of
their room charges waived. They also
can live alone in a double room, at
no additional cost.
"You don't decide to be a resident
assistant for the money," resident as
sistant Tanya Vaught said. "You do it
because you love working with
people; because you love learning
about others."

TheJV^ —
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Sociology professor an expert on pro sports
•

CHAD LEMONS
Pacifican guest writer
All right sports fans, you may
know who the all time passing leader
of the NFL is, but do you know any
thing about the impact of the Raid
ers leaving Los Angeles and return
ing to Oakland?
An expert on the Raiders' move
and on other trends in the pro sports
world is UOP professor John Phillips,
author of "The Sociology of Sport."
Phillips was quoted in the Los Ange
les Times and the Baltimore Sun on
his theories about professional sports.
"There are too many professional
teams in L.A.," said Phillips. There are
a lot of people in Los Angeles, but the
fans are not unified behind one team,
he said.
Attendance at pro football games
also has a lot to do with convenience.
Driving to the Coliseum in down
town Los Angeles through traffic is
not always appealing to sports fans
who have so many other options, said
Phillips.

..
s^iiv aa nmfpssional
"Economically,
professional
"The alternative is to just not go,"
team is like two big high school
Phillips said. The Raiders had to com
teams," said Phillips. They make
pete with other sports teams and other
money, but they spend a lot, too, he
entertainment-like the beach.
said.
Phillips said major cities value
Phillips said
their image,
the big profes
and a successful
sional sports
sports team,
like football,
like the San
basketball,
Francisco Fortybaseball and
niners, gives a
hockey, will
city a national
continue to
image.
make money.
Phillips,
However, he is
who was born
concerned
in Oakland, is
about the
photo by Noef Stanford
happy to see his
amount of reUOP
professor
John
Phillips
team return to
sources
available
for
high
school and
the Bay area.
college sports in the near future.
Phillips feels that Oakland's
"In this country, sports are part
economy will not be dramatically af
of
education,"
Phillips said, "but
fected by the return of the Raiders
school
sports
are
pinched for funds."
because the city is spending so much
Sports
help
students
get an edu
money to improve the Oakland Coli
cation
by
motivating
some
to get bet
seum. The Raiders will gross a lot of
ter grades and stay in school, Phillips
money from ticket sales but the high
said. The problem is that schools
overhead of running an NFL team will
can't afford to have certain sports
figure in.

£

programs and some
som students ^
opportunities, he said.
In his book, "The Soci0|f,
Sport," Phillips stressed that sp,,.
not change a participant s
ity. His book also covers sportiri j
ture, racial discrimination, Vjft; 1
and the magic or superstitj0.'
sports.
"Sports do affect our aca(a
performance," said Phillips.
Phillips has always been at
fan, though he jokes that he a|
fan of whoever is winning.
"If you are loyal to a team
need to be loyal to you," said Ph
The Dallas Cowboys and M
Francisco 49ers are an obviouscM
for the Super Bowl, Phillips said.^
ever, he says he is rooting for tht^
Diego Chargers because Alex Spl
a major UOP benefactor, owns®
and he has so much invested he
Phillips, a professor at UOP*,
1976, teaches social psychology
ciology of sport, and criminolo,"1've always liked sports,"»
Phillips, who ran track at Sanj
State, "Sports can enrich our livj

'Making Connections' workshops aids students
TONI B. HAY
Pacifican guest writer
If sweaty palms, brain-fade and
sheer panic follow you into the class
room on test day, then UOP's Mak
ing Connections workshops are in
tended for you.
Sponsored by the Division of Stu
dent Life, a wide variety of free work
shops, are available to students with
a need or an interest.
In a coordinated effort UOP's Stu
dent Advising office, Career Services,
Counseling Center, and the Anderson
Y have joined forces in an attempt to
offer additional help to students in
surviving classes, life on campus and
life after UOP. Topics cover strategies
for academic success, planning for the
future, personal issues, and alcohol
and drug use.
Sarah Carlson, a sophomore, at
tended the Study Skills class offered
by Student Advising.
"Sometimes I have a hard time
concentrating when I study," Carlson
said. "The class was good because I
found there are a lot of people who
have the same problem."
The students were taught not to
study in their rooms, but to find
someplace without the distractions of
phone calls and friends.
"We were told to try to go to the
same place to study all the time. Then
when you go there you're in the habit
of studying there," said Carlson."
Don't lay on your bed to study be
cause you're in the habit of sleeping
there. You'll end up falling asleep."

Though the workshops have been
offered since September, many of
them have not been well-attended.
Peggy Rosson, coordinator of student
advising, said they may have started
classes too early in the semester.
"So far the classes haven't been
widely attended," said Rosson. "We
need to start in October next year. The
first few weeks of school students just
don't feel the classes are needed yet.
But the responses we've had from stu
dents that have gone have been
good."
"If you have five students or
twenty students, it's still a success,"
said Burt Nadler, director of Career
Services. "The reality is the people
who show up are the ones who need
it. If it's one person who needs it, then
we're filling a void."
Dr. La Von Rupel, director of the
Counseling Center, expressed enthu
siasm for the project.
"I think this is quite a worthy en
deavor," said Rupel. "This is the first
time we've done this under one um
brella. Previously we all did our work
shops separately. If I was a student
with a need or an interest, I would use it."
Freshman Christina Giovannini
has attended two of the workshops,
and plans on going to others, includ
ing the stress management and criti
cal thinking classes.
"I went to the essay writing class,
and it really helped me out," said
Giovannini. "I had ideas on how to
improve and the class reinforced
them."
Giovannini was given the idea to

tape her thoughts on a recorder be
fore she begins an essay. The natu
ralness she feels when talking to
friends about a topic doesn't trans
fer to the paper easily for her.
"Now, I'll just record my ideas
first, then go from there," she said.
Student
adviser
Keith
Hammond, a senior, said the work
shops are designed to help people
make the transition from high
school, or as transfer students to a
university.

Workshops this semester are:
Note Taking, Oct. 26, Nov. 7, 7 p.m. 8:30 p.m., Student Advising Center
Essay Writing, Oct. 10, 7 p.m. - 8:30
p.m., Student Advising Center
Time Management, Nov. 1, 7 p.m. 8:30 p.m., Student Advising Center
Reading Skills, Oct. 18, 7 p.m. - 8:30
p.m., Student Advising Center
Stress Management, Nov. 28, 7 p.m. 8:30 p.m., Grace Covell Tiger Lounge
Test Anxiety, Dec. 5, 7 p.m. - 8:30
p.m., Southwest
Motivation, Nov. 29, 7 p.m. -8:30
p.m., Student Advising Center
How to Study Calculus, Oct. 11, Oct.
31, 7 p.m. - 8:30 p.m., Student Advis
ing Center
The Key to Success in the 90's and Be
yond, Oct. 17, 7 p.m. - 8:30 p.m., Stu
dent Advising Center
Hands-on Resume Writing, Nov. 9, 7
p.m. - 8:30 p.m., McCaffrey Center con
ference room
Building a Base of Support, Oct. 19, 7
p.m. - 8:30 p.m., Ritter

"The benefits are that the ckf
are light, yet informational and!.'
said Hammon.
"They are not stressful, and
are very interactive."
Health Educator Coordin
Ticka Simon-Rossetto talked M
the benefits of the classes.
"The classes can expand
student's thinking and prosper
guiding them to deal with a var»
of issues they are faced with as
lege students."

Focus on Fear, How to Overcor
Your Obstacles, Oct. 24, 7 p.m. - 8
p.m., Student Advising Center.
Graduate School, is it in Your Futu
Nov. 2, 7 p.m. - 8:30 p.m., Student vising Center
I Think...Therefore I Am, Oct. 9,0>
16, 4:30 p.m. - 6 p.m., CounselingCe
ter
Personal Best, Dec. 6, 7 p.m. - 8
p.m. Student Advising Center
What's Alcohol got to do with
Nov. 15, 7 p.m. - 8:30 p.m. Grace O
Tiger Lounge
Planned Partyhood, Nov. 30, 7 pt
- 8:30 p.m., Grace Covell Tiger Loun.
All in the Family, Nov. 8, 7 p.m. - 8:
p.m., Student Advising Center
The Myths of Alcohol, Oct. 25, 7 pc
- 8:30 p.m., Student Advising Cents
What am 1 Supposed to Do?, Oct. 1
7 p.m. - 8:30 p.m.. Student Advisit
Center
For more details call Student Advising

946-2177.

tLk
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UOP's family tradition
^continues strong
<iSARAH
pPacifican staff w.v*or

Nineteen percent of the incomfreshman at UOP in 1995-1996
ve e legacy students who were pre||cied in attending UOP by a sibling,
aient or other relative.
"1 was set on going to Chico, but
fni\ brother Marc was at UOP," said
aphomore Donna Ferrari. "He had
had a really good year and thought it
: uld be best for me to go here. 1 vis
ited it and loved it."
Marc Ferrari said he enjoys havand^fng his sister at school with him.
viouifTiiis year we have a class together
'sa jaiid it's kind of nice," he said. "It also
[fopigives me someone to travel home
,vvi th." Every year the percentage of
legacy students ranges from 15 to 25
percent, according to Ed Schoenberg,
dean of admissions.
The programs that UOP offers is
what attracted one family to the uni3^ versity. Bethie and Katie Roza chose
jKi.come to UOP because it offered
engineering for Katie and it was a pri
vate school, which Bethie wanted.
My sister and I have always been
together and we didn't want to sepa
rate," said Bethie. "We've been
through so much together, why not
go through more."
The number of legacy students is
up slightly from last year, said
Schoenberg. It is not only incoming
freshman who are following family
members. Fifteen percent of incom
ing transfer students also are legacies.
Having a strong percentage of
legacy students is beneficial to UOP.
"Hie main benefit to the university
is having that family tradition," said
Schoenberg.
The UOP Alumni Association also

feels that legacies are beneficial to the
university.
The high percentage of legacy stu
dents "shows that the education and
cvP"tience that parents, aunts and
uncles rec^iyetl was good enough that
they want theit-c^jjdren, nieces and
nephews to experieW it too," said
Greg Enlowe, assistant a'T^tor of
alumni and parent programmi'rrg^.
The university does not trao?*whether alumni with students here
contribute more to the university
then the average alumni, but Enlowe
estimated they do contribute more.
Christi Neill is a third generation
legacy. Both of her grandparents and
her aunt attended UOP before her. "I
grew up attending football games and
the university became really familiar
to me, so I decided to come here,"
Neill said.
Neill's grandmother, Eleanor
Johnson, is still supports and is very
involved with the university through
the football program and Pacific Ath
letic Foundation. "She still goes to
every football game and some basket
ball games," said Neill.
Brittany Bogard, a UOP sopho
more, is a double legacy. Her father,
Brad, was a member of Archania and
her mother, Carla, was a Tri-Delta at
UOP. They both graduated in 1970
and were pleased to see their daugh
ter follow in their footsteps.
"The main reason I came here was
because of my parents," said Bogard.
"They started bringing me to UOP's
Homecomings about 10 years ago and
1 have had my heart set on this school
ever since."
Bogard's parents approved of
their daughter's decision. "My par
ents were excited to see me come to
UOP because they knew it was a good

Alegria
continued from page 1

Rritiant Howard, her mom, and Iter
father, iiliviil'. stinlents

school and they knew I would have
fun here," said Bogard.For some students, it was their
brothers or sisters friends who were
the attraction for UOP. Sophomore
Jason Orris came to UOP after being
exposed to his brother's fraternity.
"I came here because of my
brother and Archania," Orris said.
"Justin (Orris) was the president of
the house and I loved visiting here
and meeting the bros."
Some students said that their
parents made the choice of schools
for them. "My older sister was here
and my parents liked the school so
they decided it was the place for me,"
said sophomore Sandy Collin.
UOP's application for admittance
asks for legacy information. It is
taken into account, but doesn't carry
enough weight to severely affect ad
mission, said Schoenberg.
"I want to stress that students
must get in on their own accord," he
said. "We won't admit a student who
is not qualified simply because
they're a legacy."

What's Up Doc?

How important is it that I get a pap smear?
SARAH GRIMES, M.D
Cowell Health Center
Question: I am presently tak
ing birth control pills for menstrual
cramps. 1 am notssexually active.
Why do 1 need a pap smear?
Answer: The American College
of Obstetrics and Gynecology rec
ommends that a woman have a pap
smear at age 18 or when she be
comes sexually active.
The pap smear is a very efficient
screening test for cervical cancer.
An increased rate of cervical can
cer is associated with early sexual
activity, multiple partners, infection
with the human papillovirus (geni
tal warts), and cigarette smoking.
Prior to 1950 and the pap smear,

cervical cancer was as common as
breast cancer.
Once a woman has become sexu
ally active, the pap smear takes on
great importance. Today most pap
smears are combined with visual and
laboratory studies for other sexually
transmitted diseases.
Pap smears performed at the
health center almost always include
tests for chlamydia and gonorrhea.
Recently, there has been an in
tense debate among health care pro
fessionals regarding the selling of
birth control pills without a doctor's
prescription.
Many physicians do not feel there
is an absolute medical necessity to
have a pap smear to obtain oral con
traceptives. Pap smears, however, re

main a critically important exam for
prevention and early detection of
cervical cancer.
I believe pap smears should be
performed yearly on all women who
are sexually active, women who ini
tiated sexual intercourse within one
to two years of their first menstrual
period, women diagnosed with
genital warts, and women who
smoke. If a woman is taking birth
control pills for non-contraceptive
reasons (cramping), a pap may only
be necessary every two (2) years.
I would sjill recommend a
yearly visit with a physician or nurse
practitioner to evaluate potential
side effects, such as elevated blood
pressure.

A journalist has the power of the
final printed word. Alegria said she
has the power to present an interview
in any light she chooses. A reporter
can easily take quotes out of context,
or leave out some pertinent informa
tion. This can be a true test of the
reporter's ethical mind, especially if
the news story has some personal
importance to the journalist.
She said the way a reporter must
approach situations like these is to be
very careful to cover both sides of a
story thoroughly. She said it is nec
essary to present the view you don't
agree with as convincingly as pos
sible. The reporter must be careful to
«get quotes right, and give the correct
context for any information disclosed
from an interview. "You can't not
have opinions about things," Alegria
says.
A test of her ability to report a
story ethically and fairly happened
when she had to cover stories on
Proposition! 187, a proposal to deny
state supported education and health
care to illegal immigrants. Alegria,
herself a member of the Latino com
munity, had a personal involvement
with the issue. Being the past presi
dent of Latinos in Communication,
she had may contacts in the immi
gration rights community already,
and was personally opposed to the
proposition.
Alegria was forced to separate
herself from the personal issues and
report as professionally and unbiased
as possible. She feels anyone can have
views on things and still be fair.
There are going to be times when
a reporter isn't going to follow an eth
ics code entirely, she said. A journal
ist may be in a position to make a
decision between conflicting inter
ests, such as financial imperatives and
deadlines. A journalist has to follow
decisions made by someone higher
up in the levels of news reporting. She
said, however, that journalists still
must always work at being true to
their ethics.

$50,000 scholarship
endowment for Scnool
of Engineering
Emily Lovell, widow of Robert
Lovell, recently established an en
dowed fund through the Planned
Giving Office: The Robert and Emily
Lovell Endowed Scholarship Fund.
Emily Lovell's over contribution will
enable gifted and talented students
to enjoy the benefits of the dedicated
teaching found in UOP's School of
Engineering.
Dr. Robert Lovell was a professor
in UOP's Electrical Engineering de
partment from 1981 to 1986. He
came here from Arizona State Univer
sity because he was impressed by
Pacific's emphasis on teaching and
emphasis on the quality of teaching.
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Albert Warren
SARAH LEER

Pacifican staff writer

Where to find him: Albert War
ren is Director of the McCaffrey
Center Bookstore.
For 27 years, A1 Warren has been
working at the UOP bookstore help
ing students and faculty daily.
"Helping a student that's got a prob
lem with a book, helping a faculty
member find a book or helping
someone who has a problem with a
computer and then seeing their
smile is my favorite part of the job,"
Warren said.
A1 came to work for UOP be
cause he lives in the Stockton area.
He believes that UOP chose him for
the job because he had the mana
gerial skills UOP was looking for.
In his spare time, A1 enjoys pho
tography. Taking pictures in Arizona
helped put him through college. A1
displays some of his work in his
bookstore office. When he was
younger, A1 wanted to become a
professional photographer. He spent
every year of high school involved
in photography classes.
A1 spends much of his free time
reading up to eight journals a week.
"1 enjoy the things I find in the jour
nals that 1 think my employees

might like to read. I cut them out and
stuff their mailboxes," he said. He
also enjoys reading "a good blood and
guts murder story."
Computers take up a large
amount of Al's free time. He has his
own computer room in his home and
spends hours each night working on
his computer. Technology is A1 s fa
vorite thing about living in the 1990s.

photo by Kelly Fried

Albert Warren
He enjoys going on-line and ex
ploring the Internet.
A1 said he likes making people
laugh by telling funny stories. "I'm
not a clown, but if I would have
worked on it, I bet 1 could have been
a great clown," he said.
Al's favorite movie is the Civil
War saga, "Taproot". He said he has
toured the battlefields and is in
trigued by the era. He also enjoys sci

.

fiction movies such as "Star
Wars" and "Star Trek.
Al's favorite period in history is
the medieval times. "Where I'd like
to live is here, but the period of the
knights and armor is what really fas
cinates me," he said. "I won't even
try to tell you how many times
went to see King Arthur.
Bob MacMaster is Al s
memorable PersonJ;"ffinan'e
MacMaster was di^tor of trance
at one time. "B°b was Probab,y tbe
most raim individual I have ever
inct in my life. He was in complete
control of his life and he was a role
model to me," A1 said.
If he could trade places with
someone for a day, AI said it would
be Jean Purcell, Dean of the Library,
because she has so much knowledge
at her hands. "I could go wander the
stacks and I could reach out and
touch the books. The library, to me,
holds a lot of fascination," he said.
Al said his dream job is retire
ment. He plans on joining his wife
and through the Mission Service
Corps, traveling around the world
as missionaries. Their purpose
would be to relieve missionaries that
had been stationed in one place for
a long time and need a furlough.
To Al, the meaning of life is that
it is eternal. "Life doesn't have to
end, it's not here today and gone
tomorrow. It is eternal."

ence

The Pacify

Rainbow of
Cultures column
returns
KEVEN B. KADDI

,J I

As a regular i^^lrhent from
cc
Office of '>iier"atIona' Services, ^
"rainbow of Cultures" column is
useful guide to upcoming events." h
Occasional feature articles f ff
students on campus represent .
various cultures will also be featUt(,
If you have ideas on what you \v0ll;
like to see in the column, or w0(1.
like to contribute an article, pl^
leave a note at the OIS office and
will get back to you as soon as 1 cat
On Oct. 12, during Pacific Hou;
12 p.m. to 1 p.m., OIS will spons.
the first session of the Global Perspt
tives monthly series in the Bechtellr.
ternational Center. Coordinated fo.
Michel Lehman, the series exploit
various world perspectives on curren
issues in an open discussion forms:
"The concept is to bring faculty, stafc
and students together to discuss jJ
sues which illicit diverse perspec
tives." commented Director Barbae
St. Urbain.
The first discussion is led b
Herbert Reinelt on "Freedom: Wh;
is it and Who has it?" Bring yot
lunch; refreshments will be served
Future discussions may includ
"The Legal System: An Eye for an Eyt
and "Religion: Its Place in Society."
t()
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Disabled
S: continued from page 3

\
' •irrip

Extra time for taking tests and
^lp with note taking are the two
most commonly used accommoda%4tions that are supplied. "Students
Jfejoi with learning disabilities process in'ouf/formation more slowly and these
or 1 things are helpful," said Houck.
Ie)t
The Educational Resource Cenfice >' ter, located in Bannister Hall, has
ias' found that to avoid the expense of
ifjqt hiring up to a hundred note takers,
spot professors can ask for a classmate to
IPfi- • volunteer to take notes that are then
ectf photocopied and given to the dis
natef- abled student.
Students with physical disabili
% ties are also reaping the benefits of
iQlj]
new improvements done by the
Physical Plant.
In early August, the Physical
Plant completed renovations making
John Ballantyne Hall and Jessie
if Ballantyne Hall accessible to the
physically disabled by installing
ramps to the front doors, said Joe
Kirim, Director of Physical Plant.
The bathrooms on the first floor
of both halls were renovated last year
to make them accessible to the
handicapped. "The Housing Depart

ment wanted housing on the first
floor of the dorms for handicapped
students in case they need it in the
future," said Kirim. No particular stu
dent inspired the renovations.
The ramps were installed, after a
law that came into effect this year
required that any time a building is
built or renovated, it must be acces
sible to wheelchair-users, Lynne
Sponaugre, Residence Director of
Jessie Ballantyne Hall said. "Currently
there are no students living in Jessie
B. that are physically disabled and
require a wheelchair," she said.
Although UOP is making im
provements to assist the physically
disabled, there are several buildings
that are still partially inaccessible. The
classrooms in Knoles Hall, some class
rooms in Wendell Phillips Center and
several offices in Hand Hall remain
inaccessible, but all are frequently
used by students.
There are no plans for installation
of elevators into these buildings in
the immediate future, said Kirim.
However, if Saski Association, the
consulting firm hired by UOP to
evaluate the campus, suggests those
improvements, they may soon be
come additions to the buildings.
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A look back in UOP history
From the archives of The Pacifican and its predecessors
10 Years Ago (1985):
Animal rights isa major UOP issue and
a lab-animal committee has been set up
to formulate a new animal welfare as
surance policy... Pacific's new water
polo coach, John Tanner, wants to in
crease the number of players on the
team from 16 to 35. His long-term goal
is to see the team become a national
powerhouse... Because of departmen
tal budget cuts, a hirlngfreeze and otter
administration Issues, faculty morale is
the lowest it has been in years.
15 Years Ago '(1980):
UOP has embarked on an estimated
five year project of organizing and com
piling all available literat ure about John
Muir... In unrelated incidents, two UOP
women were assaulted on campus.
20 Years Ago (1975):
The ASUOP housing office broadened
its investigations to include consumer
affairs and problems faced directly by
UOP students. They researched food
stamps, food costs, rape, burglary, life
insurance and the high costs of text
books, then proposed a budget designed
to allocate funds to reimburse students

Happy Hour 9am-noon
Featuring Giant Bloody Marys
Breakfast 9am-noon

$3.50

COUCH POTATO
CONTEST

Drawings for trips,
cruises, NFL
merchandise
and Couch Potato
Prize Package!

The Only Place For Football1

2301 Pacific Avenue
937-0228

edited by Jeanne Castleman

Wanna
have fun, meet
cool people and
earn cash?
Wear this
uniform!

Football
Sunday

Monday Nisht
Football

for research and investigation ex
penses... Several positions have been
made available for students on a vari
ety of university committees. The openings are expected to provide the student
body with-a policy-making role in the
governance structure.
25 Years Ago (1970):
In an effort to provide more accom
modations for students, UOP's student
housing is taking over the Pershing
Townhouse Apartments.
90 Years Ago (1905):
Plans are underway to convert the
chapel into a gymnasium. Showers and
private rooms are planned as added bo
nuses. '. '
M
94 Yeaxs Ago (1901):
Pacific mourns with the nation over
President McKinley's death.
108 Years Ago (1887):
.
Baseball is the most popular sport on
campus. Students and faculty are flock
ing to the games to cheer for Pacific...
The Pharos has made a plea to students
to submit their writings for publication.
Plenty of space is available.

Domino's Pizza''
is hiring. The work's
part-time, the hours are flexible
and hey!... you'll have the chance to
meet everyone on campus!

Free Delivery

952-3030

5
Free Delivery

UOP Value Meal
One Topping Pizza
Small

Medium

Large

$4.99

$5.99

$6.99

Jonathan C. Sherw 0Qd
Opinion Edj t , ^
946-2l] S ^_
Ml' 1
mail:uoptiger@aol. COlll ftf
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Simpson acquittal no surprise
of a struggle was given. So how could
such a crime be committed without
any neighbors hearing screams or
seeing anything? It doesn't make
sense.
Nothing about this case makes very
much sense. Despite my personal
feeling of Simpson's involvement, 1
don't believe that any jury could
logically find Simpson guilty beyond
a reasonable doubt. There are just too
many facts in question.
The things I find disturbing in this
case is the amount of money it cost
to prosecute Simpson. I his case has
cost Eos Angeles County several mil
lion dollars. Simpson has also spend
several million dollars on his de
fense. To some extent, I think that
this case isn't a matter of race, but
an example that one can buy his free
dom by spending big bucks on a
powerful legal team to overwhelm
the system.
Regardless of whether I believe
Simpson is really innocent or guilty,
what matters is that he's finally free
after spending over a year in jail. I'm
curious to see what he does now. I
heard over the radio that Simpson
had an offer to write his story for ap
proximately $10 million dollars.
Now that Simpson has been found
not guilty, I suspect he'll be hitting
the talk show circuit to tell his side
of the story. 1 expect he'll be on Larry
King within a month. If I were
Simpson, and innocent, you
wouldn't catch me capitalizing on
the murder of my ex-wife.
If O.J. Simpson did commit the
murders, I hope that his conscience
bothers him for all of eternity. If he
had nothing to do with the murders,
I hope that he can somehow piece
what is left of his life back together.

JONATHAN C. SHERWOOD
Pacifican Opinion Editor
It's not surprising that O.J.
Simpson was acquitted of all
charges against him.
Our justice system is set up to let
a guilty man go free, rather than lock
up an innocent man. Personally, 1
believe that O.J. Simpson either
committed the crime or was a part
of it. The genetic evidence against
him was overwhelming. The odds of
another person matching Simpson's
DNA is rare.
Either Simpson was there or he
wasn't. By the looks of it, he was. I
don't think race needed to play a
role in this case. The defense's use
of the racial issue was an effort to
distract the jury's attention away
from the evidence against Simpson.
1 don't believe that Mark Fuhrman
could have possibly have set
Simpson up. In order for such a set
up to be pulled off, Fuhrman would
have need to know where Simpson
was at the time of the murders, that
he had no alibi, and that Simpson
had plans to leave town that
evening. Even if Fuhrman knew all
this, how was he able to plant
Simpson's blood at the crime scene
without anyone noticing? If he
didn't kill his ex-wife and Ronald
Goldman, who did and why?
Given Simpson's past history of
spousal abuse and his physical con
dition, I believe that Simpson could
have easily committed the murders.
He had motive, he had the oppor
tunity and he had no alibi for the
time in question. How was he able
to pull it off without anybody hear
ing or seeing it? The murders ap
peared to he quite violent judging
the scene of the crime. Testimony

What do you think of
the O.J. Simpson verdict?

re
g>

Brian Salazar, Sophomore
"I was surprised when the verdict
came out so quickly. It seems like they
had a lot of evidence to review."

Phannara Has, Graduate Student ,
"I knew what the outcome of the 0.)
Simpson case .was, but I was surprise:
when they were reading the verdict.

Greg Naumann, Senior
"I primarily feel that O.J. Simpson,
was not guilty, which does not nec
essarily mean innocent.... The facts
had loopholes...and I think that the
defense did a good job of punching
holes in the prosecution's case."

Robin Jacobi, Sophomore
"It's obvious that he was going to be
acquitted because there were several
holes
in
the
prosecution!
argument....I do believe that he wai
guilty, however."

Letters to the Editor
"Give yourself a hug"
Dear Editor,
1 am writing in response to J.
Ferrell's letter which ran in the Sep
tember 28th issue of The Pacifican. If
anyone should be disgusted with the
quality of writing in the paper, it
should be the rest of us, because we
have to read letters as incoherent,
unsubstantial and unclear as Ferrell's.
My hat is off to you Mr. Ferrell, for
trying to contribute to the intelligent
life out there, however, you not only
sound like a bumbling fool, but one
with less grammar skills than the '7th
grafter J VHth*reiH(rfn
Not only did yotf ftegffrby

L

plaining about the writing style of
students who work hard each week,
just so we have a paper to read, but
you then continued to use your socalled argument to lament the self
ishness of the paper for not writing
about your dear fraternity. Contrary
to popular belief, Mr. Ferrell, there are
other houses in the Greek system be
sides the one you hold so beloved.
One offer of advice: Grow up! If you
feel you have a lot to be proud of,
then more power to you. Why don't
you wrap your arms around yourself,
give yourself a hug, and say to yours e1
VnjH&U, «A'«bShlMt.
vjf.t smoaad ct tlS&WWMfdQPW-*
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Letters to the Editor

^aoj
ued from page 9

vtflough, and gosh darn it, people like
!W* You obviously have the mouth
or it, and it sounds as if that kind of
is exactly what you're looking

<nt, lunior
withheld upon request

}'4-Year' Clarification
i Dear Editor:

* On September 28 you ran a page
onei aarticle under the headline "Does
:4-year guarantee keep its promise?"
»Although generally correct in its demiption of the four-year guarantee,
/ the article contained serious errors
' nd misrepresentations concerning
f 3 be Banner software system. As I am
jjtfie only person quoted in the story
'and therefore appear to be the source
~fef this erroneous information, I feel I
nust make an effort to try to clarify
' : matter.
I did not say the Banner system was
i"unreliable" and "ineffective," as the
'.reporter suggests in the second para
graph, nor did I say that the process
p of degree audit (checking student
flrogress toward graduation) was go
ing
bat'
ig backward
because of inadequacies
tin the Banner system, as is implied
(in the fourth paragraph.
What 1 said was quite the opposite.
«jl pointed out that the degree audit
ipystem in Banner is being signifi.'fcantly improved with a totally new
pesign and that we will postpone
implementation of computerized de
gree audit until the new version is
mailable next year. I also noted that
ause of the new design, it is imisible to roll up from Banner's ear,,j,
version of degree audit and there
fore
it made no sense for us to spend
heJ
time implementing that earlier ver-

sion. Most of all, I emphasized how
computerized degree audit, once
implemented, will greatly improve
the accuracy and efficiency of moni
toring a student's progress toward
graduation.
I know that for many on campus,
Banner has become what people love
to hate. One frequently hears Banner
being blamed for aspects of comput
ing that have nothing to do with the
Banner software, or for problems
stemming from bad data office pro
cedures, or other factors unrelated to
computers at all. 1 have not partici
pated in this practice of Banner-bash
ing for from theoutset I have believed
that the Banner student system is
good software.Indeed, we have all
faced challenges, frustrations, and
some shortcomings in implementing
Banner over the last two years, as is
to be expected with any major soft
ware conversion. But on balance I am
convinced that the University is
much better off for having adopted
the Banner system. This will be even
more evident after we have success
fully implemented the degree audit
module.
Lee C. Fennell
Acting Vice President
for Academic Affairs

Response to Basic
Skills article
Dear Editor:
As Director of Writing Assessment,
I feel obliged to respond to a few
points raised in Chad Lemons' article
"Basic Skills Required for Freshmen
Mentor I Class," which appeared in
the Sept. 28th issue of The Pacifican.
While the article is generally correct,
it may leave readers with some nega
tive impressions.

First, the journalistic "hook" in the
scores on the SAT Verbal test and stu
first paragraph stated that students
dents' writing abilities. Data showed
"are being forced" to take remedial
that, while some students can earn
writing. It is true that, based on the
high SAT Verbal scores, their writing
results of the General Education Ba
skills are often less promising. In
sic Skills test in writing, approxi
many cases, the results of UOP's writ
mately 42% of this year's freshmen
ing proficiency test confirm this find
have been placed into various levels
ing.
of writing courses. However, the
There is another, more positive way
choice of the word "forced" is unfor
to view UOP's high standards in writ
tunate at best.
ing. First of all, as noted in The Stock
This is analogous to stating that
ton Record, the California State Uni
students at Harvard Medical School
versity system, which evaluates far
are "forced" to study human
more students thall we do at UOP,
anatomy, or that pharmacy students
reported a "fail" rate in English skills
are "forced" to study chemistry, or
of 48.8% in 1993. By contrast, UOP's
that music majors are "forced" to
freshmen scored considerably higher,
learn how to read music. As a re
with an adjusted "fail" rate of only
nowned libera arts college, UOP has
about 42%. (Our rate improved
high standards, and proficiency tests
slightly after retesting and in-class
are one way we maintain those stan
diagnostic testing, but the final fig
dards. Students are attracted to UOP,
ure is not yet clear.) This suggests that
in part, because of those high stan
UOP students are approximately six
dards, and I'm sure no one would
percentage points higher than the
advocate lowering them.
California average.
Unfortunately, another area of the
Students should, in fact, be grate
article may leave students confused
ful that UOP admits freshmen who
about the writing placement test. The
need some additional help with their
article incorrectly reported that, in
writing. Today, many colleges are re
past years, students with high SAT
fusing to admit such students, in part
Verbal scores were not required to
because the expense of offering basic
take to take UOP's Writing test. How
skills courses is one expenditure that
ever, in the past, all in-coming fresh
budget-cutting administrators attack
men have had to write the test, but
first. Other schools are, like UOP, ad
not all the tests were read during
mitting students who need work in
orientation.The essays written by stu
basic skills, but these schools, unlike
dents with high SAT Verbal scores
UOP, are requiring their students to
were passed on to the Mentor I fac
attend junior college courses.
ulty and used as diagnostic tests. This
We should appreciate the fact that
summer we returned to the practice
our University has dedicated so many
of reading and evaluating all writing
resources to its incoming freshmen.
tests, and, as a result, about 12%
The Writing Assessment Program and
more students placed into writing
the foundation skills courses affirm
courses.
the University's high expectations
This result seems to corroborate Col
and represent its commitment to stu
lege Board's findings, which led to
dents. Isn't that why many stu
their recent decision to add a writing
dents—and faculty—cherish UOP?
test to the SAT. Researchers claimed
R. Scott Evans, Director,
that there was less correlation that
Writing Assessment Program
originally expected between high

j Quest column

• Education cuts to pay for tax breaks: Why Republican budget deserves 'F for fairness
RICHARD A. GEPHARDT
S- House Minority Leader
lor many of today's best and brightto hear a politician say that
young people are our future" may
eem
little more than a time°fn cliche. But while the sentiment
lay not be new, it is becoming injeasingiy true and important. In a
economy, America depends
n
ore and more on highly-skilled,
'y-trained managers and work
ers.
st.

an,'^

0ut high-quality education,
wide access to it, America simj cannot reach its full potential,
is fall's Congressional budget
|e' (he first since the Republicans
control of both Houses of Con

gress,—is of profound importance to
every student in America, and to the
future of America itself To put it sim
ply, the Republicans propose deep
cuts in education—especially student
loan programs—that would roll back
decades of widening educational ac
cess and opportunity. These cuts
would make education more expen
sive, more difficult to obtain and, for
millions, an unaffordable luxury
when it should be a simple necessity.
In my view, these cuts are not simply
wrong—they're outrageous...
...In making cuts totaling $10.1 bil
lion in the student loan program, the
Republicans are significantly increas
ing the cost of student loans to stu
dents. Some estimates indicate that

the GOP plan may increase the cost
of these loans by as much as $2,000
per undergraduate, and between
$6,000 and $38,000 per graduate stu
dent. It does not take a math major
to realize that many smart, hard
working young people will simply be
priced out of an education, or at the
very least forced to attend a less ex
pensive community college. Hun
dreds of thousands of students would
lose Direct Student Loans, Pell Grants,
Perkins Loans, and State Student In
centive Grants—making the dream of
a college education a mirage for many
young people from less privileged
families...
...My fear is that if we allow these
Republican proposals to become law

—if we roll back the broad educa
tional opportunities that enabled me
to attend college and law school in
the 60s, and enable so many millions
of young people to obtain good edu
cations today—the damage may be
impossible to undo. We cannot afford
to lose a generation of well-trained
and well-skilled workers. We cannot
afford to waste the potential of mil
lions of talented young people. In my
view, this is a lesson congressional
Republicans must learn in the weeks
ahead, and it is one we all have an
obligation to help teach them.
Richard A. Gephardt is the Democratic
Leader of the U.S. House of Representa
tives, and represents the 3rd District of
Missouri in Congress.

Campus housing will be
available during January Term at
no additional cost for current
residents.
You can enroll in a January Term
class between October 9 and January 2 (late
fee after December 15). Many courses have
limited enrollment, so don't delay!
•.

. :

•

•••

January Term runs from Tuesday,
January 2~ through Friday, January 19,
Times and dates of courses vary.
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Not very often does something truly original come into the music world.
Vanessa Daou's "Zipless" incorporates a classy mix of jazz/ dance/ hip hop
music with the poetry of Erica Jong.
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Knoles Field at 3 p.m. Call 946-2UOP
for ticket information. Remember, all
students with a valid ID card get into
all games free.
Men's Water Polo plays against UC
Davis in the Kjeldsen Pool at 4 p.m.
Call 946-2UOP for ticket information.
Women's Volleyball team goes up
against UC Santa Barbara at 7:30 in
Santa Barbara.
ON CAMPUS

Chi Alpha: An energetic Christian
fellowship time to sing and study
about God's message. Meets at 8 p.m.
in WPC 140.
Movie: "Billy Madison." See 10-5 for
details. McCaffrey Center Theatre. 8
p.m.
Last day to sign up for the dinner cel
ebration the San Joaquin Chapter of
People to People International 25th
anniversary. See 10-15 for details.
OFF CAMPUS

Ravi Shankar, world-renowned sitar
virtuoso and composer will perform
at 8:00 p.m. at the Nob Hill Masonic
Auditorium. Ticket prices are $19.50,
$30, and $150. Call BASS at 762-BASS
or 998-BASS for tickets.

Timeless Traditions in Wine and the Arts
This 2400 year-old vase, showing Dionysus pouring;an offering of wind,
is one of several objects that will be on display at the San Joaquin County
Museum in Micke Grove as part of an exhibition and festival celebrating
3,000 years of wine and art. The exhibition will run on weekends starting
October 7 through November 5, 1995. General admission is $2r childreti
are free (special weekend events have additional costs). The San Joaquin
Historical Museum is located at 11793 N. Micke Grove Dr. in Lodi. See
Oct 7 listing for special events dates and prices. For further information
call 362-4727.

Thurday, Oct. 5

Saturday, Oct. 7
TIGER SPORTS

Men's Water Polo against Santa Clara
in the Kjeldsen Pool at 10 a.m. Call
946-2UOP for ticket information.

Greek Council weekly meeting.
McCaffrey Center conference room.
5 p.m.

ON CAMPUS

Women of the World will hold its first
event of the year titled, "Finding My
Roots: My Adventure in Japan" today
from 12 noon to 1 p.m. in the Bechtel
International Center. The speaker will
be a Japanese-American student. She
will discuss her experience as she
searched for her roots in Japan, a
country that finds her. a stranger.
Come hear how she dealt with fac
ing the culture that ties her to these
two countries. Everyone is invited to
join in the discussion. Light refresh
ments will be provided.
Chi Alpha Noon Prayer. Morris
Chapel. All welcome to join.
Reception for Librarian Rachel Fenske
from 3^30 to 5 p.m. on the library
Patio.
r • Ji' at
if '

in

X.
l

«

i r

Rainbow of Cultures planning meet
ing for 1995-96. All cultural club rep
resentatives encouraged to attend
Bechtel International Center. 5:30
p.m.
Movie: "Billy Madison." Saturday
Night Live funnyman Adam Sandler
stars in this uproarious story of a son
who will do almost anything, includ
ing spending two weeks in every
grade from kindergarten to twelfth,
to prove to his father that he did not
bribe his teachers and principals to
make it through school. McCaffrey
Center Theatre. 8 p.m. Rated PG-13.

Friday, Oct. 6
TIGER SPORTS
Women 's soccer against Wyoming on
»

•

<

Men's Water Polo plays again against
the Air Force in the Kjeldsen Pool at
2 p.m. Call 946-2UOP for ticket in
formation.
Women's Volleyball team battles Cal
State Fullerton in Fullerton. 7:30 p.m.
ON CAMPUS

Movie: "Billy Madison." See 10-5 for
details. McCaffrey Center Theatre. 8
p.m.
OFF CAMPUS

Timeless Traditions in Wine and the
Arts: An Exhibition and Festival Cel
ebrating 3,000 Years of Wine and Art.
Saturday the festival will feature food
and wine tasting with local wineries
and restaurants, and ancient music by
David Auerbach. The cost is $35 per
person for the special event. All
events held at the San Joaquin
County Historical Museum, Micke
Grove Park (11793 North Micke
Grove Dr. in Lodi). Regular Exhibit
viewing hours are Fridays, Saturdays
and Sundays from 10 a.m. to 4:30

p.m. For more information on tjcl
prices, times and events please (
Jennifer at the Lodi-Woodbr^
Winegrape Commission (209)
4727.
')

Sunday, Oct. 8
ON CAMPUS

Friends of Chamber Music will opw
its 1995-1996 season today, m
Raphael Ensemble, the acclaime.
string sextet from Great Britain, wjj
make its area debut in a 3 p.m. con.
cert in the Faye Spanos Concert Hall
Movie: "Billy Madison." See 10-5for
details. McCaffrey Center Theatre s
p.m.
OFF CAMPUS

Seventh Annual AIDS Cut-A-Thon
from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. Call for an appointment, or walk-in at one of tht
following salons: Rey/Estrella Salonj
474-8808; La Belle Femme 957-5919;!
Christine's Total Look 4 74-1948
Regis 957-9995; Styles Unlimited 951
0779; Tailored Image 957-4721; Salon
Bravo 952-7286.

Timeless Traditions in Wine and the
Arts. Grand Opening Olive and Wine'
Day featuring Viana La Place, San(
Francisco Chef and Author. Olive L
Olive Oil and Wine Tasting, Cooking
Demonstrations, Pottery Guild
Grape Crushing & Working Winery.
Cost for Sunday's entertainment is $81
for adults, $6 for student, and $1 for j
children. For more details see 10-7.

Monday, Oct. 9
OFF CAMPUS

The Young People's Project of Stock
ton Civic Theatre presents a series of'
theatre workshops starting with
American poet Emily Dickinson and j
English novelist Charlotte Bronte
portrayed by Dorothy Mulvihill. Her
hour-long performances examine the
lives of the two writers in their his
torical times and are available to
Stockton schools and organizations.
The cost of each class is $25 per ses-!
sion. For more information, call
Darrin Atkins at 473-2400 weekdays
between 1 p.m. and 5 p.m.

Tuesday, Oct. 10
ON CAMPUS

Tuesday World Forum: "Miracles ii
Malawi: My Life as a Medical Volun
teer in Africa" by Joseph Sena, M.D
Meets in Bechtel International Cen
ter from 12 noon to 1 p.m.

Arts & Entertainment
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'e1ts

CS1'

reek Council weekly meeting.

affrey Center conference room.
Jfcaf
rp.m.

bnfidential HIV Antibody Testing,
jwell Student Health Center every
lesday. 6 p.m. to 8 p.m. For more
iformation call 946-2315.

'fusil' cirl,
^ t, ovie: "Mad Love." Drew Barrymore
:he E its in this modern day romance as
atmanic-depressive teenager who
i a •, . -kes off on a cross-country road trip
' that she may be with her beloved
(
tyfnend. McCaffrey Center Theatre,
ip.m. Rated PG-13.
Set It

te first Chinese talkshow will be feai red on KPAC today from 8 p.m. to
in. John Ballantyne will be feamng a party to celebrate this event.
^Wivervone is welcome to join in the
•allfoit.n.
31 OR-) E
F CAMPUS
well's Bookmark, located at 2103
fic Ave., features a writing fest.
g your own prose, read your
ks in public, and have them
ed by your peers via Olympic
•bring points. Not for the faint-ofiiKtart. For more information, call 466Ml194.
Pkt
hoi /ery Tuesday Barnes & Noble, lo!j(i ifed at 660 West March Lane in
.,i ( Ockton, holds a "Game Night in the
„jli afe" from 6 p.m. to 9 p.m. For more
llK iformation call 472-7495.
u

Wednesday, Oct 11

I

N CAMPUS
lonfidential HIV Antibody Testing.
•owell Student Health Center every
/ednesday. 9 a.m. to 11 a.m. For
)re information call 946-2315.
5u are interested in Model United
tions, come to the M.U.N, meetI in the Bechtel Center conference
)m today at 5 p.m.
)P Hawaiian Club weekly meeting
McCaffrey Center conference
5m at 8 p.m. Everyone is welcome.
SA: Middle Eastern Student Assomeets every Wednesday at 8
in WPC 119. Everyone is welie:
5vie: "Mad Love." See 10-10 for
tails. McCaffrey Center Theatre. 8
paration has begun for UOP's 23rd
mal Haunted House and volun:rs are needed! If you are interested
i participating, meetings are aj 5,

p.m. in the South/West residence
hall's mailroom lobby. Volunteers are
needed to act as tour guides, help
decorate sections, general brainstorm
ing, and various other committees. So
come help out an bring a friend! Ev
eryone is welcome and appreciated.
OFF CAMPUS
Maxwell's Bookmark, located at 2103
Pacific Ave., features a morning dis
cussion time. Headlines torn from
The Record will be discussed over
morning coffee. Bring your favorite
coffee mug and a community active
attitude. For more information, call
466-0194.
The CREW: Christ's Reality Explod
ing the Walls. This is a bible study
sponsored by Campus Crusade for
Christ and Quail Lakes Baptist
Church for any college student want
ing to learn more about Christ. Meets
every Wednesday at 6 p.m. at 828 W.
Stadium Dr. Apt. #3 (Across the street
from South/West Residence Hall). For
more information call Sean Curtis at
951-7380.
Barnes & Noble Bookstore and Cafe
present local environmentalist, Bill
Jennings. Mr. Jennings will give a pre
sentation titled, "You are Where you
Live: Protecting your Environment,"
from 7 p.m. to 8:30 p.m. For more
information call Mr. Jennings at 4743177. Barnes and Noble is located at
660 West March Lane.

Thursday, Oct 12
ON CAMPUS
Global Perspectives presents monthly
discussions for students, faculty and
staff. This month's presentation is
given by Herbert Reinelt, entitled
"Freedom: What is it and who has it?"
Bechtel International Center. 12
noon to 1 p.m. Feel free to bring
lunch, and light refreshments will be
served.
Chi Alpha Noon Prayer. Morris
Chapel. All welcome to join.
Movie: "Crimson Tide." Acclaimed
action directory Tony Scott brings
together two of Hollywood's most
dynamic performers, Academy Award
winners Denzel Washington and
Gene Hackman, for an exhilarating
adventure on the high seas. Washing
ton and Hackman star as navy office
ers whose ideas and motives clash
aboard the nuclear submarine U.S.S.
Alabama during the Cuban Missile
Crisis. Mutiny seems inevitable as the
two battle for control of the sub in
this spectacular war of wills that has
plenty of edge-of-your-seat action for-:
everyone. McCaffrey Center Theatre.
8 p.m. Rated R.

Photo courtesy Drama and Dance Department

Pacific Review is a yearly event that really shows off the true sense of community
that exists here at the University of the Pacific. The different departments being
represented in this year's Pacific Revue include: Education, Business Management,
Pharmacy, Public Relations, International Studies, History, Biology, Sport Sciences,
Sports Management, Psychology, Biochemistry, Drama and Dance, and several
varied majors from the Conservatory of Music. Performances will be held in the
Long Theatre during Homecoming weekend; October 13 and 14 at 8 p.m. and
Oct. 15 at 5 p.m. Please call 946-2116 for information and reservations.
OFF CAMPUS
Every Thursday Barnes & Noble, lo
cated at 660 West March Lane in
Stockton, holds a Children's
Storytime from 11 a.m. to 11:30 a.m.
For more information call 472-7495.
Le Bistro Restaurant, located at 1-5
and Benjamin Holt Drive in Stockton,
will have the Townsend Opera Abbondanza! perform for their

customer's entertainment. Another
excellent show from Modesto, this
time in Italian vocal music. Street
songs, musical theatre and opera arias
in Italian and English will be the af
ter-dinner fare. Townsend Opera will
bring some of their finest voices for
the occasion. The dinner and show
costs $40 per person, the dessert and
show costs $20.00 per person. For res
ervations call (209) 956-4816.

UPCOMING CONCERTS
For more information and ticket prices
call BASS tickets at 952-2277.
Oct. 6: Jimmy Page & Robert Plant,
Blind Melon — Cal Expo
Amphitheatre, Sacramento.
Oct. 6: Barry White — Concord Pa
vilion. =
Oct. 7: BoDeans — Fillmore, San
Francisco.
Oct. 7: Dan Fogelberg — Concord
Pavilion.

Oct. 12: Soul Asylum, Radiohead —
Warfield, San Francisco.
Oct. 13: Van Halen, Skid Row — Cal
Expo Amphitheatre:
Oct. 14: Van Halen, Skid Row
Shoreline Amphitheatre.
Oct. 20: King Crimson — Zellerbach
Auditorium, UC-Berkeley.
Oct. 20: Lisa Gerard — Palace of
Fine Arts, San Francisco.
Oct. 21: David Bowie, Nine Inch
Nails — Shoreline Amphitheatre.

Oct. 7: Jimmy Page & Robert Plant,
Blind- Melon — Shoreline
Amphitheatre.

Oct. 21: Superchunk — Fillmore,
San Francisco.

Oct. 8: Barry White — Shoreline
Amphitheatre, Mountain View.

Oct. 22: Superchunk — Melarkey's,
Sacramento.

Oct. 11: Heather Nova
Bottom
of the Hill, San Francisco.

Oct. 25: White Zombie — Arco
Arena, Sacramento.

Oct. 11: Buffalo Tom, Jennifer
Trynin — Fillmore, San Francisco.

Oct. 26: White Zombie — Kaiser
Auditorium, Oakland;
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Sign up for AI&T True Reach Savings " and save 25%

matter who, how, when or where
vou call in the U.S.

^

Life can be complicated. AT&T True Reach Savings™ is simple. Save 25% on every kind of call on
your AT&T phone bill-direct dial, calling card, directory assistance, local toll, cellular, fax and modem when you spend just $25 a month* No other plan gives you all these different ways to save**
Just call 1800 TRUE-ATT to sign up. Save on every call. That's Your True Choice™
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3S~ * 'nSP'nng Vanessa Daou, Jong combination
KERI SCHNEIDER

n
c t - j f f ,. , - i t o r
Pacifican
staff
writer

"Zipless," an extremely interest| ing collection of poetry set to instru
mental fantasy, attempts to reveal
Vanessa Daou's reminiscent past ex
periences of art, dance, literature and
music. After examining Daou's bio,
the seemingly erotic theme made
more sense. This album features the
boldly sexual poetry of Erica Jong, ac
companied by Daou's delicately
smooth vocals. Husband Peter Daou,

Movie review
/H I

J- I

•

indmmo ^ i . i
carefully prepares an instrumental
piece for each track which provides
subtle accompaniment ito the
poetry's message. Daou whispers her
y ""' w , h l c h "eates the feeling of an
artificially comfortable place. She
delves into areas which appear haz
ardous, but her delicate speaking
voice makes the scenario pseudo-safe.
For instance, "Alcestis on the Po
etry Circuit," observes "how women
oppress themselves," and Daou
stresses the relevance it has today.
Most of the songs sound similar

•_
because her voice is seldom raised and
the background does not adapt or
change for each song individually.
"Sunday Afternoons," expresses
sadness and that nauseating feeling
we've all felt upon losing that special
someone. Again, my ear wondered
whether song number one was still
playing. The fifth song, "Autumn
Perspective," impressed me with the
amazing storytelling abilities of Erica
Jong. This poem compares an empty
old house to a human being looking
inside of himself and discovering the

memories that molded him into his
current self.
"Smoke," a spoken piece, features
Jong's vocals in place of Daou's.
With this work, Daou perfects the
calming effect projected by her voice.
Amid the often overly-blunt words
within the poetry, I found an enjoy
able palette of colors which painted
a picture everyone should see. It is
unfortunate that the music is so nega
tively mediocre and uninviting.
If you enjoy great lyrics at any
price, Vanessa Daou may be your next
purchase.
purcnase.

f

Nothing : Nothing can match this amazinq film

N. QURBAN REVEAL
RYAN SCHNEIDER
Pacifican staff writers

R: This week marks the release of
\ a new movie the likes of which we
haven't seen since "Apocalypse Now,"
j "Scarface," "Pulp Fiction" and "Free
Willy II."
N: I laughed. I cried. It was better
than "Cats." Never before have I been
so moved and intellectually chal
lenged. This ultimate masterpiece of
cinematic spectacle will live on in the
annals of film history.
R: This new film entitled "NothI ing is from a rather small indepen1 dent studio located on the outskirts
[ of Orange County, known as "Mirror
' Edge Studios."
N: This studio is the brainchild
j of producer Hiram Moskowitz, who
| started the company to combat Hol
lywood drudgery. "Nothing" is the
studio's first offering and if this is any
indication of future releases, I hope

thev start
start offering
nffWimr stock options soon.
they
R: I he film opens with a chase
sequence unparalleled in film history
You thought "Point Break" was a ride?
1 hat was nothin'! Phis harrowing
scene leaves you breathless. The au
dience doesn't get a break until the
opening credits.
N: These credits slide across the
screen as we dolly-shot through the
interior of a restaurant. The camera
moves from conversation to conver
sation picking up lines that in true
post-modern form construct a coher
ent conversational pastiche. We be
gin with a small child, move through
to an old man and his wife, to a wait
ress and the bartender, and finally to
a young couple who become our pro
tagonists.
R: Different from "Pulp Fiction,"
these heroes are not contemplating
their fate as robbers, but rather as
philanthropists. You might be say
ing, "Okay, I've already seen this, it
was entitled 'Wisdom,'" but you are

iwi «oT>;c(, and
THAT'S WHY JOSTENS OFFERS SPECIALLY
PRICED COLLEGE RINGS.

I III I I

mistaken. This film goes far beyond
anything "Wisdom" might have at
tempted to suggest.
N: Virgin cinematographer Anton
Calligenia makes a startling and daz
zling debut that John Singleton
would kill for. Borrowing slightly
from "Natural Born Killers" in his
occasional camera tilts, Calligenia
captures the essence of literary stream
of consciousness and gives it visible
form. No vertigo here.
R: Calligenia has teamed with
first-time French director Amelie
Paige. She is fresh out of film school
but it doesn't show. She may be the
new kid in the chair, but I foresee her
on stage at the Oscars before long. She
won't disappoint.
N: How she put together such a

diverse, tight, and talented cast I will
never know. Some of the names you
know, some you don't, so I won't
waste time listing them. Each actor
carries an integral part of the film and
carries it brilliantly. If the Academy
didn't have a policy against giving all
the awards to one movie, this one
would sweep.
R: My Best Bit: the crazy omelet
scene. For sure.
N: My Best Bit: "Three pounds of
Jello, a stick of dynamite, and the best
partner a woman could ask for: recipe
for success."
R: Though it's a cliche, do NOT
miss "Nothing." Orson Welles would
have loved this film.
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David Schwimmer discusses 'Friends/ celeb life
College Press Service
This season's biggest almostcouple is Rachel and Ross on
"Friends." And what viewers really
want to know is whether the sensi
tive paleontologist Ross Geller and
waitress-buddy Rachel Green will
work out their star-crossed crush and
get together.
Schwimmer, the Emmy-nomi
nated star who plays Ross, is sharing
at least one secret—which is how did
a Gen X guy like him make the big
time? His story is simple, he says.
An uninformed outsider might
assume the lanky actor took the
plunge into stardom pretty abruptly.
A year ago before "Friends" sizzled
onto NBC and exploded into the Top
iO ratings, the only people for whom
Schwimmer was a household name
were likely his real friends and fam
ily.
Schwimmer recently co-hosted a
yearly Quebec comedy festival. On
stage the night before, Schwimmer
had told the Canadian audience:
"When 1 told my friends 1 was going
to be on a sitcom, they said, why
would they want to put you on a
sitcom? You're not funny.
"Well, I am funny," he said, in a
tone that was bravely assertive yet
puppy-doggish. To this, the audience
applauded loudly, and one female fan
screamed, "We love you, David."
But today when interviewed
backstage, Schwimmer admits, "I'm
stressed." He's been going through
his intros for the next night, and he's
been spending some time doing some
rewriting. "There is as much energy
directed to publicizing the work as to
the work itself," he says.
A son of two attorneys and edu
cated at Northwestern University,

NOW OPEN !

amors
pizza & pub

Schwimmer gives no impression of
being a candidate for Hollywood s
bimboy squad.
For now, he says he's not taking
any of his new-found fame for
granted. "There's a sore mad man
with a spotlight in the sky who's ran
dom about where it falls, and just as
quickly as it has fallen on you, it
could move onto somebody else,"
says Schwimmer.
Schwimmer says he's not the sad
sack shadow of his vulnerable TV
character Ross. "I'm usually pretty
happy-go-lucky."
But he looks so worried on TV.
"The character has a lot to worry
about," he replies.
True. Ross's pregnant wife left
him for another woman. Then he fell
in love with Rachel, who saw him as
nothing more than a friend until the

It's possible a large chunk
of the nation addicted to
"Friends" are rooting for
Rachel and Ross. But it'll
be a few more episodes
before anyone gets the
answer to the "Will they or
won't they?" question.
last show of the season. She finds out
about his feelings and rushes to the
airport, gripping a bouquet, to greet
him upon his return from a weeklong
business trip to China. Unfortunately,
he's about to deboard with a new girl
friend he met while away.
In the season opener, it's Rachel
whose struggling with her feelings for
Ross while he tells her just how great
things are going with his new sweet-

LUNCH or DINNER
WE DELIVER !!!
JUST FAX YOUR ORDER &
WE'LL BRING IT TO YOU
NEED A MENU?
WE'LL FAX YOU ONE!
FAX # 472-7326

PIZZA • RAVIOLIS
SANDWICHES
MICRO & DOMESTIC BEERS
DARTS • 3 TVS

$1 OFF §2 OFF $3 OFF
ANY
SMALL
PIZZA

ANY
MEDIUM
PIZZA

ANY
LARGE
PIZZA

GUIDI'S

472-0783
4415 PACIFIC AVENUE

2 LARGE PIZZAS
(one topping)

. GUIDI'S

$15.99

heart. Suddenly, it's Rachel who has
a bad case of an unrequited crush.
It's possible a large chunk of the
nation addicted to "Friends, are
rooting for Rachel and Ross. But it 11
be a few more episodes before any
one gets the answer to the "Will they
or won't they?" question.
Meanwhile, Schwimmer says he
didn't originally head for the sitcom
track. He started edging his way into
television a few years ago. He was
scorched by the crashed-and-burned
series "Monty," Henry Winkler's
failed comeback attempt. But an
"NYPD Blue" role as a mousy bullybait mugging victim won him atten
tion.
David
Crane and
Mara
Kauffman, "Friend's" executive pro
ducers fingered him as perfect for the
role of Ross. Now there's talk of
Schwimmer becoming the show's
breakout star.
"I can't go anywhere without be
ing recognized," he says. "I'm care
ful about what I say. You feel the im
pact of something like this touch ev
ery part of your life.
"I'm responsible for projecting
a positive role model." He says that
means "treating people decently." So
he makes sure he's nice to off-cam
era types such as the make-up and
wardrobe folks.
Actually his only publicized riff
is with Marcel, the long-tailed actor
who played his monkey companion
on the show. Reportedly, Schwimmer
didn't like working with an actor
who couldn't speak English, or rather
just couldn't speak, so the monkey
is looking for a new job now.
And Schwimmer knows it could
happen to him one day. The roller
coaster of fame features no safety
seats. "No way to tell how long you'll
last" he says. "People are fickle, es
pecially in this day and time. There's
so much hype, so much media, no
one takes you seriously until you can
prove yourself. I hear other people
say make as much money as you can
and get out the business."
But Schwimmer says he's come
too far to take a bow. He intends to
act long after his Generation X call
ing card has grown old and dusty. "I
intend to be here for the long haul,"
he says.
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Restaurant review

Dave Wong's off,/
symphony of flavo
DENTON EDWARDS
Pacifican staff writer

From the outside, Dave Yv<
doesn't look particularly invitin„.
calling a "King's Table Hof-Brau" k|
establishment, but once you find/;
unmarked entrance and go ins^(
you're in for a treat.
The interior decor is done in
of-mirrors style, with a series of ^
viders around each table to give tk
illusion of spaciousness. Arriving,
5:30 we found it busy. Fortunate!
there was no wait to be seated.
After being seated, my compat
ion and I argued for about five mir
utes over what to order from an un
conventional, yet well-varied mem
of vegetable, seafood, meat and pop.
try dishes, and an excellent selects
of affordable combination dinner
My companion, who is allergic tc
practically everything, was surprb
ingly able to find several dishes t
accommodate her diet. I too was abi
to find more than a few dishes torn,
liking.
We began with the Crab Rangooi
appetizer, a selection consisting o:
crab and cream cheese stuffed inti
fried wonton. The seafood flavor wai
mild, and the wonton was light, off
set perfectly by the rich cream cheese
Delicious.
Our entrees arrived, mine the stir
fry seafood, while my companiot
chose the wok-charred vegetables. Ar
excellent offering of prawns, scallop
and calamari mixed with snow pea
awaited me, while a delicious look
ing array of colorful vegetables we:
on my companions dish. A heapini
bowl of steamed rice was included
and I anxiously served myself a plate
Any fan of seafood would be de
lighted by this offering. A perfect bal
ance of the sweet and robust, the ligb
soy stir-fry sauce blends well with tin
vegetables and the prawns to form
perfect symphony of flavor .
My companion was thorough!'
enamored by her veggies, a rainbo»
of red bell peppers, green bells, yel
low squash, and mushrooms. Tl»
delicious melange of vegetables wa

See Dave Wong's page 1

"If Your Car's Not Going,
We'll be Towing !"

BMT TOWING
"24 Hr. Emergency Towing and Recovery"

ii L

HOURS: SUN-THURS. 10AM TO 10PM • FRI-SAT 10AM TO 12AM

P.O. Box 31597
Stockton, CA 95213

(209) 463-8006
1-800-588-4TOW
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js'jof^pP unwilling to foot bill for
^Srge concerts on campus
write.

IARRIE HAYWARD

ter floor.
The low turnout was blamed on
a combination of bad timing (the
concert fell in the middle of a threeable(tof!V|^ " ' Friday ni8ht and students are
day weekend) and poor advertising,
it once
8 for entertainment, but the
said Pacifican staff writer Kris Perera,
ni\ersity's prime concert venue, the
lce and
who covered the event.
Tseat Spanos Center, stands
at.
According to Spanos Center Man
ager Bob Kusama, poor advertising is
The facility, which once housed
'ith a
a major cause of concert failure.
ajor acts like Kenny Loggins, Cyndi
1...
eto(jtf iup<r, Reba McEntire, and Sammy
"You've got to get your act to
isness.;
gether and you've got to advertise...
a%is Jr., hasn't
seen a large
UniverJ
1
JU,
busv
"" "
" «^
Not (just) posters or flyers. Mainly
v' fottuij ty-sponsored concert since last
0 be seat^ -ear's poorly-attended Toad the Wet
newspapers, television and radio.
People have to know about it," he
^ mycoiJrixket show.
,r about^ V\ ith its spacious arena and consaid.
Kusama recommended saturating
^r&otnjajMpnt location halfway between
the
area with advertising as many as
veil-variedunr. 1 rancisco and Sacramento, it
six months in advance.
imeatami^ems that the University of the
"What we sort of recommend is
ccellentififfhcific's concert draw would be
five weeks before the event, have it
inationfc'juiv alent to that of similarly popu(announced) on the radio once or
10 is foiled schools like the University of
twice a day, and two weeks before just
ng, was111 Francisco. So why is it that while
hammer people with it," he said.
everal disfe St regularly hosts big name bands,
can
Even advertising hasn't helped
at. ItooHjsi'P'' barely muster one?
ASUOP's noon concert series. With an
ewdishes;;'' fbere are several reasons, one erf
annual budget of only $1000,
Jhicli is location. According to one
Upbeat's Social Committee can't af
eCrabb,burfe' ^OP is actually too close to
ford any big name bands, and al
1 consistin f ranc'sco and Sacramento. Large
though the "nooners" are free, they
•se stuffed ands book their tours through the
never draw more than a few dozen
St populated areas with the intenfoodflarai
people, said Upbeat Social Coordina
n of drawing fans from surroundi was
tor Alexis Hince. She said that lack of
cities.
l creamck;]
student interest is the biggest prob
'These bands aren't going to book
lem campus concert promoters face.
ws ten miles apart. ...Most people
, mine i«'
"Even if we could afford it, the
uld drive 40 to 60 minutes to see a
y compar |
students
don't come out and support
w," said one booking agent, who
vegetables"
ASUOP concerts. They're really apa
ed not to be identified.
awns,scai
thetic," Hince said.
Still, a band will play anywhere
ithsnwf. tlii' price is right. Unfortunately, no
UOP faces a long list of challenges
eliciousi'
if it is ever to revive the concert se
e on campus is willing to foot the
ries. "Concerts are a gamble," Bob
II. For many years, ASUOP had an
Kusama
said." It's like a roll of the
tire division devoted to major condice. You're just hoping things come
,as w- jrts. But a series of financial losses,
up seven or eleven."
'y^'I'minatingin the dismal appearance
,voul • y the then-unknown New Kids On
Iperftf je Block, led to the division's dissoust,tfe",gtj(,n.
continued from page 16
veil#
'After (the New Kids On the Block
well complemented by the smoky
astoft on ert) we couldn't afford to front
grill-blackened
flavor. Mmm.
w. ny of the big names, so people
thow fen't coming to us anymore. They
The standard accompanying tea
ar# en1 going to Arco Arena and the Bay
was equally delectable, and the ser
vice vvas prompt and courteous. Of
tea," said a former director of
ten after a meal at a good Chinese res
SLOP, who asked not to be identitaurant, receiving the check can be a
;dpainful experience. This time, how
F.ven when ASUOP made money
ever,
a $20 bill covered a delicious and
a concert,, it usually wasn't ample
complete
dinner for two. How often
mipensation for the time and
does that happen? A post-meal for
ouble involved in organizing the
tune cookie told me that "You will
'e rt, she said. A spokesman for the
be blessed in all things." In this case
W hletic Department, which co-spon, it was certainly correct.
>red last year's Toad The Wet
Dave Wong's is located at the cor
rrocket concert, echoed her rener of Robinhood Dr. and Pershing
•onse.
Ave., and offers a full service take-out
"We decided it was a lot of work
deli
in addition. Dinner is served from
the money we made on the deal,"
3-10
p.m. Fridays and Saturdays and
id Assistant Athletic Director Dan
3-9p.m.
on weekdays.^
ley. The-1500 attendees of that
fceriK'f.®]fttfe^#i®8riianos Cenf J 'AT AD ,nor-bcj2

tside h

kifican staff writer

Dave Wong's
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Advertise in
The Pacifican
call 946-2115
Maybe dorm Food Is Bland
And Boring, But Dorm Walls
Don't Have To Be.

<Deck™W\LLS
Weberstown Mall

474-1591

ANSEL ADAMS

AMTRAK (ALIEORNIA
To AND f DOM SCHOOL
HAS TS ADVANTAGES.

When its time for a weekend trip home or a
break from school, take Amtrak California!
The trains of California, and connecting shuttle
buses, can take you just about anywhere in the state,
without the hassle of driving. There's no easier or
more economical way to get there and back.
Aboard the train you can sit back and relax, catch
up on homework, have a snack, or just listen to some
good music. The trains are comfortable, and have
plenty of room to haul your stuff.
Check out the super low roundtrip fares from
Stockton aboard Amtrak California's daily San
Joaquins. And with Amtrak's new Student Advantage
card, it's more affordable than ever! Annual enroll
ment in Student Advantage is only $20 and you'll
receive a 15% discount on our already low fares
everytime you ride Amtrak.
So, next time take the train for the ultimate trip
home, or for a major break from school.
Roundtrip
Fares

With SA Card

Sail Francisco. . . . . $ 1 7 . . . $ 1 4 .
...$37 . . .$31 .
Yosemite
Los Angeles . . . . . . .$69 . . . $59 .
Santa Barbara . . . . . $ 7 2 . . . $61 .
San Diego
. . . $84 . . . $ 7 1 .
Palm Springs . . . . . $ 8 5 . . . $ 7 2 .

^

T""

..
..
..
..
..
..

Savings

. $3
. $6
.$10
.$11
.$13
.$13

Amtrak California
A partnership between Caltrans and Amtrak

lb confirm schedules and fares, contact your college travel sendee or Amtrak
at 1-800-USA-RAIL. Some restrictions may apply. Tb apply for your Student
Advantage savings card, call 1-800-96-AM I KAK. Mention Code CAL 1.

The
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Concert to benefit
conservatory
alumnus Castle
The Pacifican
The Friends of Matt Castle will
record and sell a compact disc ot
Castle's music to help the Stockton
musician, composer and
get an advanced degree at Northern
Illinois University.
Castle will perform his own mu
sic October 28 at 7 p.m. at Brookside
Country Club.
Castle worked as an accompanist,
teacher and performer in Stockton
and other area cities before graduat
ing last spring form the Conservatory
of Music at University of the Pacific.
This fall he enrolled in the Master of
Arts program at NIU in DeKalb, 11.
Castle composed the music for
the past three productions of the
Summer Enrichment Program, a the
ater arts program for youths estab
lished by Susan Eskridge of UOP s
Benerd School of Education. Shows
are created and rehearsed at UOP and
staged at SCT.
Concert tickets and autographed
• CDs priced at $25 each may be or
dered by sending checks payable to
Friends of Matt Castle to Lynne
Fuson, Bank of Stockton (Quail Lakes
Branch), PO Box 7157, Stockton, CA
95267.
The concert will be preceded by
no-host cocktails and hors d'oeuvres
at 6 p.m. and followed by a reception
at a nearby Brookside home. Persons
who donate an additional $50 to
$499 will be listed as Silver Patrons;
$500 to $999, Gold Patrons; and
$1,000 or more, Platinum Patrons.
Seating is limited to the first 50
persons who order CDs (a waiting list
will be based on order or receipt).
There is also a two-ticket limit on
each CD ordered.

..
with a fizzle at Cal
Phish starts fall tour Witn
^

Concert review

Expo; continues.witha
JOEL SCHW1TZER
Pacifican staff writer

4343 Pacific Avenue - C3
Stockton, Ca. 95207
The University Square

Specializing In:
• Manicures, pedicures
%Tip overlays
% Sculptured nails
•Hof wax treatments
for hands & feet.

UOP Special with coupon

off any
4?^ nail service

ing to hem Ph s

Beatles

after Trey

mixed u'pa txtuple of linesabout half-

Way^ rpr,f«v:ir,gns,ance rf..tS
s

strumental wizardry and bnllianc^

s:"nd^^^

seemed unready to begin
tOUSaturday

night at Shor^im: Am
phitheater was a whole differen
story. From the moment the band
walked on-stage to kick off the hrst
set with "My Friend My F"en£' £ d
til the encore ending with the Led
Zeppelin tune "Good Times Bad
Tta«," Phish provided an evening
of nonstop entertainment.
Early in the second set they
played a piano fueled instrumental
that had the whole crowd (ushers indrted) moving about feehng; the
music. At the end of this piece,
Anastasio directed the audiences at
tention to a large chess board that had
been set up in a corner.of the stage
He announced that the band was
challenging the audience to a game
of chess. The game, started at Shore
line would be continued throughout
the tour.
The band then launched into
what they called "chess playing mu
sic" (a nice instrumental piece with
occasional teases of Jefferson
Airplane's "White Rabbit." Page
scaled a ladder to make the first move
on behalf of the band, followed by
an audience member.
Following with a faster than usual
version of "Reba," one of their
catchier songs, it became obvious that

ouiun"""' . -.•wiiAYC
back
DaCK into
Ilivw the closing
. - chotll,„
friend turned to me in avve.^R
amazed that they were still ^88
middle of the same song the ulK 1
started a good ten or fifteen nt-jct' t'
hr0,v
earlier.
t
In tribute to the memory0(«ten
Garcia, they played not a Gtint
Dead song, but instead "Blu lest (
Lonesome," a bluegrasstuneftJore
been one of Jerry's favorites. N, \
The second set opened^,)
same high energy level thathaduoH
the first set so special. This sloi
eluded two songs from "Hoist 0LP
Could" provided a beautifully nfoR
portion of the evening. ImmedJi3<
after "Scent of a Mule" brough>
energy level right back up UU
played an eclectic solo durinf 36
time, playing dueling instnic01i
with Trey on guitar. Towards tt
of the set, Trey wandered overt#
drums during an instrument"
tion. Fish got up as Trey sat
behind the set (both of them*
ing the drums going at all tint
nally, Fish reemerged out at 1*1
stage complete with tacky Elvis)
and launched into a high sp#
version of "Suspicious Minds
had the entire audience si*
along,J
From beginning to end.tft
never
nevei lacked spontaneity,
' eti
1_ • 1 ..T^orrinr
nr pnthus
technical
wizardry or
enthusn|
1 Phish
r»l. r _U at
n*. their hP^_
was truly
best.ltIf.I
trast, Wednesday night showed
at their worst: enjoyable but la
a certain spark. Rest assured
given night will more likely rest
Saturday night.

Don't L€t

London

472-9926

9 .-—a

"A Day in the u«. « ^

Wednesday night at Ca' txpo^n
Sacramento, Phish kicked off their
fall tour. The sparsely populated
venue left plenty of room tospread
out and good seats were readily avail
able. While the show this first nigh
was enjoyable, it lacked any realtrace
of the band's capability. Moments
inspired brilliance surfaced during an
amazing jam at the end of Iree.
Musically, the band wentmsomany
different directions that it was at
times almost impossible to keep track
of the music. It almost seemed to take
on a life of its own. The first set also
included the mostly a cappella song
"1 Didn't Know," which included an
amazing trombone solo by drummer
Jon Fishman.
At one point in the second set,
keyboardist Page McConnell, began
to play a simple little tune on the
piano. As he played, the other three
members of the band walked slowly,
almost like robots in a funeral dirge,
to the keyboard area, where each
played an instrumental piece on a
different keyboard. Most of the parts
were fairly simple and repetitive but
guitarist Trey Anastasio showed a flair
for the electric piano.
Towards the end of the set, they
launched into one of their more
popular songs, "Harry Hood." I'm not
sure which was stranger, the fact that
they didn't finish the song (they did
play a lengthy instrumental jam, but
never played the climactic section of
the song), or that it took me until,a
song or two later to realize this. The
end of the set consisted of an a

Creative Nails

fit C

ft*

$195*

RUIN Your

$178*
Boston
$178*
Wash. DC
$178*
Philadelphia
$235*
Paris
$463*
Auckland
$503*
Sydney
i-n re eac- way'rem San Franc%co basec on a roundirio pjfenase. "axes
it ~c: -c -oec a-C res" c o*s aop y Call for cx~er woridw<Jc dest-naiions

We can help you repair and maintain your
computer, even if you didn't buy it from '•

:

And if you can't find what you're looW to *•
us at (209) 957-5555 and we'll find it foV

Council Travel

Great 5ervice.
Great People.

530 Bush St., Dept. 800, Suite 700
San Francisco, CA 94108

1-800-2-COUNCIL
(1-800-226-8624)
EURAILPASSES

AVAILABLE BY PHONE]

SOFTWARE &
COMPUTERS

704 W. Swain Road • Stockton • (209) 957

The Pacifican
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al

Pizza, 4343 Pacific or Call <«> Tuesday, Wednesday, or Thurs
day, approximately 3:30-5:30
iUNDREDS AND THOU- 952-3030.
liNDS OF GRANTS AND TELEMARKETERS: PART-TIME pm. Call 478-6161 or send re
:HOLARSHII'S AVAILABLE TO EVES & SAT, HOURLY, 944- sume to 9371 N. Lower Sacra
mento Road, Stockton 95210.
|,LSTUDENTS. IMMEDIATE 1912.
4 I.ALIFICATION.
OPEN
5 Part-Time Customer Service
Representative positions at Kai
H2744rUR"
g^m™2?0
. ... . .
ch ftlv (.ALL 1-800-270-2744.
mnnfhlveH. ser Pennanente's Northern Cali
ch0|
week. Tuition and monthly sti
1 avve >R SALE
pend paid by grant. Students fornia Regional Call Center in
Stockton. Part-time is 8:45-3:15
restill;*|88 Honda
Prelude SI, with BA/BS who are pursuing a
Monday-Thursday; Short hour
?nS %lly jx)wered, AC, detachable credential and/or masters in is 9-12 or 12-3 Monday-Friday
eent ce C I) player, tinted windows,
special education or a related
(no exceptions); also may in
uronie platedsides, New alarm field. Contact: Doctor Robert clude weekend work; $11.50^(r'Stein. Only 90k miles. Excel- Morrow, room 204D, School of $12.50/hour. Requires cus
ofaCtjt Condition.
$6,800/ Education, 946-2674.
tomer services experience, ex
d *iu.|t Offer. Call 474-8765-for
HELP WANTED
cellent written/verbal skills, ba
>rt info.
Find out how hundreds of stu sic knowledge of PCs and Win
EW 486DX4/100, 14" dents are already earning FREE dows. Spanish or Cantonese
jSA MONITOR, 4MEG RAM, TRIPS and LOTS OF CASH with skills preferred. Mail Resumes
D, 4X CD-ROM 14.4 FAX/ America's
#1
Spring to Regional Personnel/CCOOl,
IDEM, SPEAKERS, 16-BIT Break company! Sell only 15 PO Box 12916, Oakland, CA
Hoist;,, lUND CARD, 1YR PART/LAtrips and travel free! Choose 94604-3021, Oakland 94604.
fiiflynj
»R WARRANTY, DELIVERED, Cancun, Bahamas, Mazatlan, or Wells Fargo seeks Tellers in two
369 + TAX, CUSTOM Florida! CALL NOW! TAKE A branches, 17 hours/week,
FIGURATIONS AVAIL- BREAK STUDENT TRAVEL (800) $7.73/hour. Visit Wells Fargo at
LE. Call
(916) 682- 95-BREAK!
303 N. El Dorado for applica
65.
PART-TIME/WORK STUDY tion.
JOBS
Quad Dining Hall has worki»rn
an
extra
$1000/month
over:
Snell's Pre-Kindergarten School study and non-work-study op
nert;fhile enjoying the freedom of
seeks instructor for movement portunities for food services
• sat if road. Appy at Domino's experience with young chil workers, concessions workers,
dren, afternoons (days optional) banquetservicers, as well as ac
counting assistant. Ask Man
ager in Quade Dining Hall for
application.

World's First Oyster Burrito
INCREDIBLE!

Discover the flavors that have
made San Felipe famous

ARNE ASADA • CARNITAS
3STADAS • QUESADILLAS

Fresh Squeezed Lemonade
Squeezed Orange Juice

Dr. Pecham seeks Veterinary
Assistants and Office Assistants
for 4 positions, $5.55-$9.00/

hour depending on perfor positions, $10-15/hour. Con
mance. Visit for application, SJ tact Humor Traffic School Cast
Veterinary Clinic, 523 Harney ing, Box 77463, SF 94107.
Lane, Lodi, 369-0231.
Tutorial Center seeks tutors in
Skill Check seeks Mystery Shop all areas, $6/hour. Contact Edu
pers, $6/hour. Call Elysse cational Resource Center/Tuto
Brown at 956-8777.
rial Center, Bannister Hall 1st
Back Door Experience seeks Floor.
campus Rep to promote prod
ucts to classmates. Contact 1
(800) 552-7284.
Stockton Public Auto Auction
seeks Clerical Assistant, $5/
hour, Call Ana or Jeannie at
466-2277.
Office Services seeks Office/
Clerical Assistant with PC skills,
4 hours/day 3-4 days/week.
Contact Mike, Crayton, or
Tammy at 477-8361.
American Saving seeks tellers 19
hours/weeks at Stocton/March
Lane Branch, $8.40/hour mini
Contact Colleen
mum.
Connors or Maria Villavicencio
at 546-3168.
St. George Parrish School seeks
Math Instructor, $20-25/hour,
M-F, 8am-12:30pm. Contact
463-1540.
Bruskin Goldring seeks tele
phone interviewers, evenings
and weekend hours, $5.50/
hour. Call 1st. Ask for Caroline
Freno at 476-8993 for details.
Humor Traffic School is now
"casting" for "acting/teaching"

c'/

v

"Manny's"

"4V war

Cdfiforma Tresh
•c • A • F • E •
otisserie Roasted Turkey Sandwich
"The Real Thing"
Fresh Fish Sandwiches
"Can Be Grilled"

6820 Pacific Ave., Suite 1A
P.O. Box 621
Stockton, Ca 95201

La Belle Femme
5756 Pacific Ave. #11
957-5949

BLACK ANGUS

Monday Night Football
• $1.50 20oz Millers
(keep the logo'd cup)
• Watch the game on our Big Screen
TV's & monitor throughout the bai
• Play QBI - an interactive
football game where YOU
are the quarterback
Prizes & Specials throughout
the game

Breast Of Chicken Sandwich
"Stockton's Best"

Bring in this coupon for 1 FREE item off
our Concession Stand Menu Choose from
our Prime Rib Sandwich,Classic Burger
and more! Present coupon to server berfore ordering.

1612 Pacific Avenue
Phone Orders
463-6415

I

Rey/Estrella Salon
Venetian Square
474-8808

FREE FOOD!

Squeezed Lemonade

Bank of the West seeks Cus
tomer Services Rep/Teller, $8$9/hour, 17.5 hours/week. Visit

Callfor an appointment or
walk-iti at one of the following
fine Salons...

(209) 465-7486

BLT
Hand Cut Apple Smoked Bacon

rreshlv

Mark Beldan seeks Civil Engi
neer to calculate steel frame
members design footings, $25$50/hour, 8-10hours/week.
Contact Mark Beldan at 2933357 or 293-3111.

•1

Antiques & Collectables

Drive Thru Espresso
Phone Orders 952-6261

march lane

Quality Assured Packing seeks
yield control/laboratory worker,
$8.28/hour. Contact Veronica
Verdeizco at 931-6700 exten
sion 711. Dr. Pechham at San
Joaquin Vet Clinic in Lodi seeks
Veterinary Assistancts/Receptions, $5.55-$9.21/hour. Visit
523 W. Harney Lane, Lodi for
application. Call for additional
info at 369-0231.

/tttn<z 4,

5resh

•/accept ATM, Visa, 4601 Pacific Ave
astercard & Discover 1 blk. south of

Bookkeeper/Computer Opera
tor, 5-10 hours/week, for small
business. Call or send resume
to: Alan Bailey, 1821 E. Ham
mer Lane, Stockton 95210,4770991.

Valid on Mondays only, through Mon. Nov. 30,
1995. Valid in lounge only. No cash value.
One coupon per visit. No photocopies. Must
be 21 or older. Good only at the Stockton
location.

2605 W. March Ln. Stockton 95207

Sunday, October 8
9 am to 5 pm
Seventh annual benefit for the
San Joaquin AIDS Foundation

.VrtMJfTKf

WELLA

STCCKTCN

HHHH3EAUTY SUPPLY. INC.
,

ad sponsored by Stockton Beauty Supply

I
I

Christines Total Look
211 E. March Ln. #C
474-1948

I

Regis
Weberstown Mall
957-9995

I

Styles Unlimited
8807 Thornton Rd.
951-0779
Tailored Image
2233 Grand Canal #208
957-4721
Salon Bravo
1465 W. March Ln.
952-7286

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

mo matter what
you study or where
you currently bank,
you can count
on Citibank for
affordable graduate
school financing.
Our Graduate Loan
Programs offer
flexible repayment,
low interest rates,
no application fees,
an easy application

ou mean
here s an

process, fast
approvals and one
toll-free number to
call for answers to
all your questions.
For more informa
tion on the Citibank
Graduate Loan
Program that's right
for you, call us at
1-800-692-8200

and ask for
Operator 298 or
send in the coupon
below.

PLEASE SEND ME THE FOLLOWING
APPLICATION KITS (also includes

Name.

Federal Stafford and CitiAssist Loan
Applications):

Address

• CitiMedical Program
ffor students of allopathic and
osteopathic medicine)

• CitiMBA Program

Citibank
Graduate Loans
make graduate
school financing
manageable.

(for graduate business students)

• CitiEngineering Program
(for graduate engineering students)

f ; CitiNursing Program
(for graduate nursing students)

[~ CitiGraduate Program
(for graduate students of all other
disciplines)

MAIL THIS COUPON TO:
Citibank (NYS), Attn.: SLC
P.O. Box 22948
Rochester, NY 14692-2948

City

State

Telephone^
Social Security #
1
—
—
(To better service you, be sure to till in the Social Security number above.)
You are currently in:i j college CJ graduate school Year of graduation —
Field of study

——

Name of college/graduate school.
Are you a previous student loan borrower? • Yes Li No

OR CALL 1-800-692-8200 and ask for Operator 298.
VISIT OUR WEB SITE at http://www.loci.com/HO/village/Citibank/CSLC.html

AVAILABLE BY'PHONE!

1
,

I
I
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CITIBANKS
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Sports Department
946-2115

V^omen's volleyball

Tigers defeat league rivals
levada, New Mexico State
1AVID OTTENFELD
:ifican staff writer
Led by Big West Player of the Week
irissa Clifford, the Tigers have
tarted a three-game winning streak
Iter defeating Nevada and New
lexico State this past weekend at the
panos Center.
The I'riday night game versus Neada was not pretty , but the Tigers
till had enough to pull out a win 15, 15-9, 15-10. There were rocky monents that could have been avoided
I ar the Tigers- mainly passing problie
, Jems with nine reception errors, but
[their play elevated toward the end of
each game.
"Right now we're in the process of
mprovement, taking every game one
it a time because we're tired of losng," said senior Dominique Bentonlozman. "We're used to winning and
•ve're trying to get better. From here
we'd like to continue our winning
streak."
Benton-Bozman closed the match
with 14 kills and three aces off her
ump serve. Addie Hauschild was on
ire in the middle with 10 kills while
hitting .471. Carrisa Clifford and
Rebecca Downey totaled 27 digs in

#:

the back row in a great defensive ef
fort.
As a team the Tigers had a total of
11 blocks and 56 digs. The Tigers hit
ting percentage was up as compared
to previous performances as they fin
ished at .305.
The highlight reel for Nevada came
from Tiffany Neumeier with 15 kills.
The Saturday night match against
New Mexico State was quick for a four
gamer, and losing one game didn't
stagger the Tigers' domination as they
won 15-1, 13-15, 15-4, 15-8.
"The team seems like it's coming
together and we're stepping in the
right direction," said Clifford. "The
things that we are working on has
seen great improvement, and we're
playing even better."
Clifford and Benton-Bozman both
had 15 kills a piece. Benton-Bozman
electrified the crowd with five aces
jump serving. Outside hitter Angela
Hatchett continued her recent tear
with 14 kills and 11 digs.
Sacha Caldemeyer played brilliantly
with 55 assists and 11 digs on defense.
Her three kills, one of them a lefthanded spike, showed off her intan
gible abilities to NMS.
The Tigers dug 50 balls and hit .368,

Photo by Rick Marhula

Twelvth ranked Tigers face league rivals UCSB and Fullerton State this weekend.
showing much improvement as com
She's the first Pacific player to gain
pared to earlier matches this year.
Clifford, a junior, closed the week
hitting .375 along with 25 kills and
only seven errors. Her 10 blocks, 10
aces, and 11 assists helped her set five
career records last week in matches.

the Big West honor this season.
The Tigers (7-4, 2-2) next face UC
Santa Barbara on Friday and Cal State
Fullerton on Saturday as they go on
the road for the weekend hoping to
extend their current winning streak.

Field hockey

falls to Cal, rebounds vs. UC Santa Barbara

F.RONICA LUCKOW
Pacifican guest writer

The Pacific Field Hockey team faced
the California Bears Tuesday, Septem-

ber 26th. The Bears took an early
lead, scoring two unanswered goals.
Then, in the latter part of the first half
with 17 seconds to go, the Tigers'Jen
Clanton brought the team within one.

Due to a penalty stroke, the Bears
managed to secure the victory with
another goal. The Tigers were unable
to answer, and ended up being de
feated 3-1.

Defensively, the Tigers played
strong, with senior goalie Kristen
Forcina giving the team 20 saves.

After the loss, the Tigers
were ready to roar back.
Their target was the
Gauchos of UC Santa
Barbara
After the loss, the Tigers were ready
to roar back. Their target was the
Gauchos of UC Santa Barbara. The
Tigers scored early in the first half
with an assist from freshman Sarah
Wright to junior Jen Clanton. The
Gauchos tried to recover from the
Tigers' goal, but fell short. The Ti
gers came right back with a goal by
Clanton to end the half.
In the second half, the Tiger defense
proved unbeatable, and the Gauchos
never caught up. The final score was
2-0.

Pacific field hockey, (1-6), travels to Stanford University on Saturday, October 14 in a rematch against the Cardinals.

The Tigers will next play Stanford
away (October 3) and then return to
Knoles field to face them again on
October 14th.
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Cheerleaders support women's and men s athletics

OAKWOOD APARTjW'
COMMUNITY 1
7620 N. El Dorado Stockton, Ca g..

SARAH LEER
Pacifican staff writer

!1

•r

(.1

Traditionlly, women cheerleaders
lead yells on behalf of male football
and basketball stars. Yet cheerlead
ers at UOP say they also enjoy gener
ating support for the school's
women's teams.
"When 1 first came here and found
out that I had to cheer for girls 1
thought it would be really different,"
said Celexsy Stout, cheerleading cap
tain. "It was weird at first but now
it's really exciting."
Several members of the UOP cheer
squad feel that cheering for the
women's team is fun as well as neces
sary. "It is just as important to cheer
for the girls as to cheer for the guys,"
said Barbara Keck, a UOP cheerleader.
"They put in the same amount of
rvork, the same hard practices and we
need to be there, regardless of crowd
size."
Crowd size is a problem that the
cheerleaders face at women's athletic
events. With the exception of vol
leyball, attendance at men's games is
generally much larger than at
women's games.
"At the women's games it's dead.
There's hardly any crowd," said UOP
cheerleader Yumiko Fano. "It is re
ally hard to get the crowd going."
One cheerleader suggested a solu
tion to the problems that come with
a small crowd. Nina Huatuco said that
she thinks it would be beneficial to
have the cheerleaders simply sit in the
stands during the women's games.
"They appreciate the yelling so
maybe we should just yell from the
stands," she said. The mere presence
of the cheerleaders is greatly appreci
ated, said Huatuco.
But several UOP cheerleaders said
they were not comfortable with the
idea of cheering for female sports.
"Stereotypically, it's the guys who
like the cheerleaders," said one
former cheerleader who asked not to
be identified. "Since we are not ex
pected to be there (at the women's
games), we are not as appreciated as
much as we are at the guys' games."
"I hated cheering for the girls'
teams," another former cheerleader
said. "It just doesn't feel right yell
ing 'Let's go ladies."
Nationwide, some female cheer
leaders say they find it hard to get
along with the female athletes, ac
cording to Lynn Minton of Parade
magazine.
" I here was a lot of tension this year
between the cheerleaders and the
players on the girls' team," Jennifer
Kalweit, who cheers in Poplar Ridge,
New York, said in a recent article. "I
play basketball and many of the play
ers were criticizing the cheerleaders
and mimicking them."
Similar feelings were shared by one

(209)478-7881
V
One, Two or Three Bedr0()r: P
Apartments & Cottages Starti.
at only $370 per month

3 swimming pools

• TmnisCourt
• Free Video R^ v
• Huge Recreation Ro0„, P
* Close to shopping center, post 0%j|
public transportation.
* Month to month rentals available t.
Bring in student ID to receive f,,application processing and the I
STUDENT SPECIALS.
Jilll

E
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UOP cheerleaders supporting both male and female athletics.
former UOP cheerleader. "I felt awk
ward being there and the girls were
unappreciative," she said. "1 felt un
wanted and it was really unnecessary
for us to be there if we weren't
wanted."
The cheerleaders have adapted to
the different atmosphere of the
women's games. "We usually do
cheers that involve the crowd more
at the men's games and at women's
games we do cheers that don't require
crowd involvement," said Keck.
The squad has also made changes
so that they can handle the larger
number of games each week. The
entire squad cheers for the men's
games, which include football and
basketball. For the women's games,
the squad is divided by three, into the
"A", "B" and "C" squads. The divi
sion is done randomly and all of the
squads are equally talented, said
Stout. Each of the three squads is sent
to either a women's volleyball or bas
ketball game to represent the entire
squad and give the women support.
Even though there may be only
four or five cheerleaders at a given
women's game, the players seem to
enjoy their presence, said Stout.
"Cheering for women's volleyball is
a lot more exciting than I thought it
would be," said Stout.
Money is also a factor involved in
cheering. Each team gives a certain
amount of money to the cheer squad
to help pay the large expense. The
more teams they cheer for, the more
money they make.
The majority of UOP cheerleaders
interviewed said the best thing about
cheering for the women's teams was
their support. "They are so much
easier to cheer for because they would
get so excited when we were there,"
said a former cheerleader.
"A perfect example of the difference
between cheering for girls and cheer-

Photo hy Hick Marluil.i

ing for guys comes from a time when
we wanted to thank the girls' for be
ing so appreciative that we made
signs for each of their doors," she
said. "The school required us to do
the same for the guys, just to be fair.
The girls loved it and were so thank
ful. The guys couldn't have cared.

Soccer

Goalie leads
Western region with
97 saves

535 W. Harding Way, Stockton, CA 952;.
(209) 466-3857
Pre-Loved Books • ESOTERIC;
Speacialty COFFEES
Interesting CLASSES
UNIQUE Entertainment
"A Magical Place

A Comfortable Space

Buy one Latte, get one free!

SAM'S CAFE
Chinese & American Cuisine

UOP SPECIAL
10% off total
bill any time!
• TAKE-OUT •
BREAKFAST • LUNCH • DINNER •
2328 PACIFIC AVENUE
STOCKTON, CALIFORNIA
(209)466-5881

Yvette Valdez
The Women's Soccer team has
gained national and regional recog
nition for two of their players. Lone
senior goalkeeper Yvette Valdez
(above) leads the West Region and
is third in the nation with 97 saves
this season. She recorded her sixth
shutout of the year this past Sun
day at UC Santa Barbara.
Freshman forward Wendy
Woolgar is also on the top ten list
in the West region, ranking sixth
with four assists and is tied for sec
ond with three game winning goals.
Nationally she ranks seventh in
game winning goals.
The Tigers meanwhile, posts a 64-1 record, with three of their losses
coming against nationally ranked
teams.

Mandarin Garden Restaurant
Fine Chinese Cuisine -J f
Mandarin Cantonese
Lunch Dinner
Banquets Food To Go LSI
5757 Pacific Ave. (Near K-Mart)
Stockton, CA 95207
(209) 474-6767

iW

20%

off total bill during dinner hour
from 3:00 P.M. to 10:00 P.M.
Students & faculty need UOP ID

1-5 Golf Practice Center
982-5»..

. 55 W. Hospital Road ::
South on 1-5 Across JYom the
Sah Joaquin. County Hqspjtal
;Buy

Vilidonlywithcovpoo J. XVlVl J

'
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^fiiloss Country team to host Invitational
p jCKIE SAWYER
% icifican guest writer

e women s cross country team
yed a battle with thirty-three
• ifc wools in Saturday afternoon's 1995
an ford Invitational. Stanford Unilty, meanwhile ran away from the
ftfionjj. ick.
3iter . :Andrea Marchesotti finished first in
ie deep course, with a time of 22:24
3^ i lead Pacific. She was followed by
" k animate Stacey Bruner, who posted
of 23:14.

Although the girls were
>J discouraged with their
jperformances, head coach
iffelicia Rowley contributed
%J postitive feedback to
everyone by recognizing
f almost "everyone ran
under a seven minute
SSES
mile.
niw
"It was just so long and there was a
radual incline the whole way," said

Mi nner.

• Rounding out the pack for Pacific

were Megan Savage, at 23:35, Gwen
Twist at 24:04, Michelle Thomas at
24:55, Rita LeonGuerrerot at 25:23
and Betsy Freeman at 25:24. Al
though the girls were discouraged
with their performances, head coach
Felicia Rowley contributed postitive
feedback to everyone by recognizing
almost "everyone ran under a seven
minute mile."
While traveling to Palo Alto, a num
ber of unfortunate mishaps occurred.
Only 25 minutes from the race site,
the right front tire of the van flat
tened due to the puncture of a sharp
metal object lying in the highway.
Thanks to the experienced driver,
Felicia Rowley's husband Ross, the
team was able to call for help quickly.
A special thanks should also go out
to Phi Delta Theta's "Jason," a profi
cient tire changer who accompanied
Savage and the remainder of the
team. Also, Marchesotti's mother,
Christine, an avid running fan,
tended to the business needs of the
tire service.
This Saturday, October 7, the cross
country team is hosting their own
UOP invitational. Race time starts
promptly at 9 a.m. at the Brookside
Field.

Tiger Intramural
Update

Flag Football Standings (as of Oct. 1)
Men's A
1)Dura Matter's HI, 4-0
2)Physical Terrorists, 3-0
3)Pike, 2-1
Men's B Black
1) Kappa Psi, 2-0
2)Werner Brothers, 1-0
3)Lucky X, 1-1
Kuskeshes, 1-1
Men's B Orange
1)Covell Cartell, 3-0
2)Price Polar Bears, 2-2
3)Southwest Storm, 1-2
Women's
1) Polar Bearettes, 2-1
2)Alpha Chi, 1-1
3)Price, 1-1
Indoor Soccer Standings
Men's A
1)NORML, 4-0
2)Phi Delt I, 2-0
3)Pike, 1-0
Men's B
1)Sinfonia, 2-0
2) Lucky X
Co-Rec A
1)Omega Tri Delta, 2-0
2)Ice and Stim, 1-1
3)Mesa, 1-1
Co-Rec B
1)Price, 3-1
2)Werner Brothers, 2-1
3)Carter, 1-0

Tennis Update
Congratulations to the winners of the
singles tournament.
Katie Wharton won the women's title
and Daniel Pham won the men's.
Both of this years winners are the
defending champions. The doubles
tournament will be listed in the next
issue.
ationally ranked men's waterpolo team plays twice this Saturday.
ratch them at 10 a.m. against Santa Clara and at 2 p.m. vs. Air
irce at Kjeldsen pool.

Happy Hours
4 p.m. - 7 o.m.
Monday - Friday

(209) 478-6290
JJ2A GRAND CANAi. BLVD. 'A . STOCKTON. CA O5207
ACROSS FROM TH£ HILTON ENTRANCE
Catering Available

Valley Express
Transportation
Serving San Francisco &
Sacramento Airports

Call For A Quote
Very Reasonable Rates
209) 957-2827/(209) 969-7495

Golf Update
Congratulations to Pi Kappa Alpha
who shot a 63 to capture the fall in
tramural golf tournament. The four
man Pike team consisted of Mark

Now Open
For Breakfast
7 Days A Week!

Leno's Birdcage Cafe
Mexican-American Food
inside Sears 5110 Pacific Ave.
open M-F 7-7 Sat.& Sun. 7-5
956-4713 or 475-6551
To Go Orders Available Too!

Ballentine, Chase Haag, Ken Olofsen
and Matt Strube.
Badminton Update
This years winners in the women's
doubles bracket were Ngocminh To
and Lily Lew. Congratulations
Volleyball Update
Entries opened: Sept. 18
Entries closed: Oct. 16 at 4 p.m.
Captains meeting: Oct. 19 at 5 p.m.
in WPC 119
Play begins: Oct. 23
Softball Update
Entries opened: Oct. 2
Entries close: Oct. 18 at 4 p.m.
This is a one day tournament on Oct.
21 at Brookside Field. Games will be
between 10 a.m. and 5 p.m. Only CoRec teams allowed for this tourna
ment.
Racquetball Update
Entries opened: Oct 2
Entries close: Oct. 25 at 4 p.m.
This will be a two day tournament
played in Baun Fitness Center on
October 28 and 30.
Intramural update is brought to you
by.Mark Mermelstein, Carla Konet, Tina
Gagne, Scott Harding, Kim Gartland, Erin
Mcley, Travis Medley, Megan Savage
Editor's Note: In last week's Intramural Update,
Covell Cartel was listed as 1-1 and Southwest as
1-0 in the Orange 'B' division. The correct results
are updated in this week's edition.

Student Dental Plan!
on|y$c "700
J/

per year

Save 30 - 60%

on your dental needs
For information call

1 - 800 - 655 - 3225

PACIFIC VIDEO

From Classics to Adult Films
3214 Pacific Avenue
943-2558
(Across the street from Lucky's)

Root two new releases and
get one older title FREE.
Free Membership With UOP ID

Spanos Park Golf Center
The Valley's Finest
Golf Practice Facility
with complete short game area
1/2 mile west of 1-5 on Eight Mile Road

$1

off any size basket for
UOP Students & Faculty
(Iusl liiinti I (>!' I D l
^rou^&^vat^esso^\vailably

IS PROUD TO SUPPORT

THURSDAY

NOONERPep Rally 12 -1 Mc Caffrey Center

FRIDAY
Game vs. Long beach State
7:30 PM at the Spanos Center

SATURDAY
Food! • Fun • Homecoming Court * Knoles Field
Game vs. Louisanna Tech
2:00PM Stagg Stadium
Pacific Cheerleaders • King & Queen
Coronation • Marching Band

ATHLETICS
AWVISIOHOF ACUOP

